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weather
Cloudy and cold today.
High in the mid 20s. Increasing cloudiness tonight. Low in the low 20s.

December 9, 1982

House criticizes Reagan's
proposal to house deadly
missiles together in Wyo.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
administration, stung by House rejection of production plans for the MX
missile, ran into stiff criticism in the
Senate Wednesday on its proposal to
bunch the deadly nuclear missiles
together in Wyoming.
"'The public is getting the idea the
whole thing is a boondoggle," Sen.
Henry M. Jackson, D-Wasn., one of
the Pentagon's staunchest allies in
Congress, told Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger.
"I don't think you realize the degree
of trouble the MX basing mode is in
now," Sen. Sam Nunn, iD-Ga.i, a
strong supporter of military spending, said as the Senate Armed Services Committee began hearings.
Sen. William Cohen, iR-Mainei.
told Weinberger that a "political decision" had apparently been made to
cancel the basing plan favored by
former President Carter in favor of
"a basing mode that is more environmentally acceptable but may not be
technically feasible."
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'( ^') design and technology major, and Gordon Hamm. computer
V_ampilS KOllCTS- science major, maneuver their way down the steps in front of the Student Services
building Wednesday afternoon. The two freshmen took advantage of the unusually
warm weather to sharpen their skateboard skills.
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SEN. HOWARD Cannon, (D-Nev.),
winding up his service in the lameduck session following his defeat in
the November election, said he
strongly supported the MX but not
necessarily the so-called "dense
pack" plan for deployment near Warren Air Force Base, Wyo.
Weinberger defended the feasibility
of the plan, which is designed to
cluster the missiles so closely that in
the event of a Sovet attack the first
exploding enemy warhead would destroy or cripple the rest of the enemy's warheads in a phenomenon
known as "fratricide."
He said Tuesday's 245-176 House
vote to delete $988 million for the first
five missiles - if sustained by the

Senate - would amount to "telling the
world we are disarming unilaterally."
In a television interview, the defense secretary conceded that "...
some way we have not yet been able
to convey to the American people or to
the Congress the really serious nature, the growing nature of the peril"
from the rapid Soviet arms buildup.
GEN. JOHN Vessey, chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, testified that
three of the four joint chiefs originally
opposed the "dense pack" plan, but
one of those said he would agree to it if
the plan would help with arms control
efforts. The administration argues
that a deployed MX missile puts the
United States in a stronger position
for arms control talks.
Edward Rowny, special representative for arms control negotiations,
said the MX was not merely a "bargaining chip," adding, "We need it for
our security, but once we get it, it does
give us leverage."
President Ronald Reagan vowed
after the vote to "do everything I can
to take this case to the country."
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker, (R-Tenn.), said he expects the
bill with the MX funds to be brought
up in the Senate next week.
"We are somewhat stronger over
here," said Baker, an MX supporter.
Sen. John Stennis, (D-Miss.), the
ranking Democrat on the Armed
Services Committee, also supported
the administration, which has dubbed
the missile - originally called MX for
"missile experimental" - the Peackeeper.
"IT MAKES no difference what you
call it, if the Congress is not going to
see MX page 7

Israelis, Lebanese clash in gun battle

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Israeli
and Lebanese troops clashed Wednesday in their first firefight since the
June invasion. Two Lebanese soldiers
were killed and one Israeli was
wounded in the 15-minute gun battle
near the Lebanese Defense Ministry
in the Beirut suburb of Yarze.
Police, meanwhile, reported nine
people killed and 24 wounded in the
continuing fighting in Tripoli between
militias of the Sunni and Alawite
Moslem sects.
The Arab Bank and several other
buildings were reported set on fire as

the pro-Syrian Alawites battled Palestinian-backed Sunnis for dominance
of Lebanon's second largest city, SO
miles north of Beirut.
The Lebanese government radio
also reported that Israeli troops
ringed tne southern port city of Sidon
ana made a house-to-house search
after an Israeli patrol was reported
ambushed before dawn near the city.

But the Israeli military press center
near Beirut said it had no reports of
any searches or unusual activity in

Students reimbursed

Items get replaced
by Tereaa Tarantlno

staff reporter
Private funds have been used to
replace the appliances damaged by a
problem in the outlets of six rooms in
Harshman-Bromfield, according to
Dr. Donald Ragusa, dean of students.
"The funds were donated by an
unknown source in order to take care
of the problem quickly," Ragusa said.
The money for the replacement of
the appliances came mostly from
private funds channeled through the
BGSU Foundation, Carl Peschel, director of Foundation Accounting,
said. Peschel would not disclose the
source of the funds.
"Someone deemed the need for the
money important," Peschel said. "It
is not our prerogative to disclose the
source of such donations."
The incident initially occurred
Sept.6,1962. An apparent short circuit
in an electrical outlet blew out appliances in six rooms on HarshmanBromfield's third floor.
THE STUDENTS were originally
told by University Treasurer Paul
Nusser that they could not be reimbursed through the University. Under the Ohio Revised Code (Sec.2743)
the University is prohibited from
compensating for personal property.
Nusser said that all claims would
have to be filed against the state
through the Ohio Court of Claims in
Columbus in order to recover damages.
All of the students' property has
been returned, according to freshman
Paul Ohm. Ohm's room was one of the
six involved in the short.
Ohm stated that after he had talked
with Nusser he contacted Ragusa.
"Dr. Ragusa was very understanding about what we were going

through," Ohm said.
Ohm said all of the damaged property was picked up a few days after he
and other residents of the rooms involved talked with Ragusa. Since that
time everything that was damaged
has either been replaced or repaired,
Ohm said.
"I just got my turntable back today
(Dec.l)," Ohm said. "The only thing
that hasn't been returned is my fan.
and that's only because it's on order.
THE FUNDS used to replace the
appliances are now in the process of
being recovered through the Court of
Claims, Ragusa said. It is understood
that the person who donated the
money will be reimbursed by the
students via the Court of Claims, he
said.
The problem that prompted the
donation was the tremendous amount
of time and paper work involved in
filing a claim, according to Ragusa.
"The last case I handled from last
year still hasn't had the funds approved," he added.
The cause of the short circuit has
not yet been decided, Ragusa said. An
electrical engineer came in to look
over the area during the Thanksgiving break but found nothing, he said.
As yet we have not pinpointed the
specific problem," Ragusa said.

the Israeli-occupied city 25 miles
south of Beirut.
THE ISRAELI military command
suggested that the Lebanese-Israeli
clash was accidental. The Lebanese
command said it resulted from a
heated argument.

were being ambushed, "fired back at
the sources of the shooting," the communique said.

An Israeli communique said a Lebanese soldier apparently fired his
weapon by mistake as two Israeli
jeeps and an ambulance were passing
the Defense Ministry in convoy.

However, a Lebanese communique
said the shooting occurred during a
heated argument between guards at
the Defense Ministry compound and
an Israeli army patrol that "pulled to
a stop near the statue of Emir FakhrEddin at the road intersection of the
Defense Ministry compound." It did
not say what the argument was about.

The Israeli soldiers, thinking they

Lt. Col. Arieh Brosh, an Israeli

army spokesman who said he witnessed the clash, denied Lebanese
radio reports that the Israeli patrol
tried to enter the compound.

saries from Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Butros Ghali and Assistant Foreign Minister Osama el-Baz,
Mubarak's chief political adviser,
conferred for three hours with President Amin Gemayel after meeting
with Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan
and Parliament Speaker Kamal Assad.

THREE HOURS after the episode,
there was no sign of tension between
Israeli and Lebanese troops in the
area. When two Israeli jeeps slowed
as they passed a Lebanese checkpoint
half a mile away, the soldiers in the
jeep waved, and the Lebanese solGhali and el-Baz were the first
diers waved back.
senior Egyptian officials to visit Lebanon since Egypt made peace with
Meanwhile, two high-ranking emis- Israel.

Mastering two languages pays
Editor's Note: This is the first in a
two-part series on the importance
of learning a second language.
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter
Students entering all professions
would benefit by mastering a foreign language, several faculty
members of the University say.
"We need to learn foreign languages in order to fulfill the need of
communicating with all human
beings in the world," Dr. Antonio
Buron, associate professor in Spanish, said. "If we don't know the
language spoken by others, how
can we communicate?"
Since the United States depends
so much on other countries for

business and commerce, the U.S.
needs to know foreign languages
more than any other country in the
world, Buron said.
While foreigners learn English to
communicate in world business,
Americans often rely on others to
translate for them, Dr. Michael
Locey, associate professor in
French, said.
"THE PREDOMINANCE of English as a national language tends
to give a false sense of security to
Americans," he said. "We have to
be treated like babies everywhere
we go, like in the old cliche - the
fat, rich, tasteless American in a
hotel lobby in a foreign country
saying, 'can't anyone speak English around here?' "

Locey said the Americans' weakness in worldwide communication
was best noted during the Iranian
crisis.
"What happened in Iran is an
example of how little we know," he
said. "Almost none of the Americans stationed there knew the local
language and relied on friends for
information."
In addition to worldwide communication in business and government, knowledge of a foreign
language can help a person communicate with foreign-speaking
people in their own country and
within their own community.
Dr. Edward Morgan, assistant
dean of the College of Health and
Community Services, said students
in health-related programs at the

University would benefit by learning a foreign language.
"WE SEE it as an advantage to
health-related careers such as
medical, social work, nursing,
physical therapy and others because of the large number of Spanish-speaking people in northwest
Ohio," he said. "Knowing Spanish
would help in treating patients and
communicating with them."
Job opportunities for teachers in
the U.S. would be better if applicants were bilingual, Dr. Ronald
Russell, associate dean of the College of Education, said.
'In certain sections of the country, it's mandatory that a teacher
be bilingual, as in Texas where
see LANGUAGE page 6

Faculty Senate selects group to choose
new vice president of Academic Affairs
by Scott Carpenter

staff reporter

A search and screening committee
designated to find a new vice president for Academic Affairs was selected Tuesday by members of the
Ragusa said he suggested that an Faculty Senate.
attempt to monitor the outlets with a
The committee will enact a national
continuous monitoring device be search via advertisements in the
made to see if any evident surges in Chronicle of Higher Education as well
voltage occur.
as a local search by way of the MonThe residents will also be asked to itor and personal letters to the Unisit down and recreate the situation at versity faculty to find an individual
the time of the short, be said. This will who will succeed Interim Vice Presihelp to determine whether the num- dent Dr. Karl Vogt. Vogt was apber or combination of appliances pointed to the position for a term of
Cgged in at the time could have beenone year with the understanding that
cause, he added.
he is ineligible to be a candidate in the

future. Vogt's term is to end June 30,
1983.
The ultimate task of the committee
will be to submit five unranked candidates to University President Dr.
Paul Olscamp for consideration,
according to committee chairman
Frank Baldanza, Jr., professor of
English.
Tne committee is also responsible
to revise a tentative job description
drafted by Olscamp which will be
used as a guideline during the search,
Phillip Mason, assistant to the president, said. The committee will do its
revision next Monday, he added.
BALDANZA, WHO has served on
several committees, said the process

of searching and screening is one of
"give and take."
"It is very easy to pick the initial
people, but very difficult to narrow it
down to the five candidates," he
added.
The main function of a vice president for Academic Affairs is that he is
the "chief curriculum programmatic
of the University," Mason said.
Eleven voting members will serve
on the committee, five of whom were
elected by the Faculty Senate and five
who were appointed by the president.
The student body, the administration
and faculty will be represented. Mason will serve as a liaison with the
president's office, and Sue Crawford,
acting director of the Equal Opportu-

nity Compliance, will act as a resource.
FIRELANDS COLLEGE will also
have an opportunity to select a group
of people to meet with the finalists
and make recommendations to the
Cresident, Mason said. The entire
niversity community will also have
a chance to meet the finalists, he
added.
An open meeting with the finalists
and the University community at
large will be scheduled sometime in
late March or early April. Comments
about the candidates will be received
by Olscamp from April 15 through
May 1,1983.
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Seat belt law is not
enough to do the job
On monday Governor James Rhodes signed into law a bill
requiring the use of saftey belts for all children under age
four or less than 40 pounds. We applaud the law but, do not
think it is strong enough.
The law which takes effect March 7 only carries a $10 fine.
This certainly seems a minor incentive for people who have
already shown they do not care for their children enough to
protect their lives.
The need for such a bill in the first place is a tragic
reflection of our society. Yet, if we do indeed need the bill
(and we do) then it should certainly carry enough weight to
be effective.
The National Transportation Saftey Board says that if all
infants were protected with restraining devices, then 9 out of
10 infant traffic deaths could be prevented. Currently only 19
states require the use of such devices, and of these states,
most have laws which are as weak and ineffective as Ohio's.
Governor Rhodes made a good suggestion when he signed
the law. He encouraged insurance companies to add incentive for seat belt wearers by paying a 5 percent premium to
policy holders who were hurt or killed while wearing seat
belts Yet, this was only a suggestion by Rhodes, perhaps if it
is not acted on the General Assembly should consider making
it law also.
Another potential solution to the problem is to follow the
policy of New York and offer free rental of car seats for
children to all state citizens with infants. Ohio does not have
the money to fund such a program publicly but, insurance
companies and charities could get together to work on such a
worthy program.
Parents who do not properly protect their children are
guilty of child abuse and should be prosecuted as vigorously
as any other child abusers.
Certainly any law of this type would be hard to enforce all
the time, but a few prosecutions after trafic accidents would
go a long way toward solving the problem. If parents knew
that in the event of an accident they would face not only the
death of their child but a prison term as well they might think
twice about letting little Johnny play army in the back of the
family station-wagon.
Children are our most important citizens. They hold the
key to the future. Any opportunity to protect them must be
seized and persued with vigor.

Aggressive seniors
will land positions
It is a bleak period for seniors graduating at the end of this
semester. According to University Placement Director
James Galloway, a poor economy and hiring freezes will
leave a fresh college graduate with limited chances of
acquiring a job.
However, the dim outlook does not mean that jobs will be
impossible to find. There's a lot to be said for initiative and
aggressiveness. In today's economic climate, such qualities
as drive, poise and persistence are going to be more than
helpful - they will be essential.
The University provides its seniors with one of the top
placement services in the country. This makes it easy for an
upcoming graduate to simply schedule interviews at the
Placement Office and regard it as a total job-search.
Yet, even a top-grade service such as this is hard-hit by the
poor economy. There is an estimated 29 percent decrease in
the number of recruiters coming to the University for
interviews this fall.
Seniors must realize that the interviews are only the
beginning. Letters must be written to prospective employers
and follow-up calls must be made. The graduate has to be
willing to knock on doors.
The outlook for May graduates is a little brighter, as the
economy is expected to take an upswing. But December
graduates cannot be expected to wait for the job market to
open - they will want jobs now.
These persons cannot expect special services and one-shot
interviews to get the job for them. Skillfully selling oneself
with persistence is a sure-fire method of impressing a
prospective employer and subsequently landing a job.
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Mid-east is similar to N. Ireland
Recently, much has (quite rightly)
been made of King Hussein's problem
in Jordan. Peace in the Middle East
almost certainly depends on him, but

COMMENT
by Gary Wills

any move he makes to promote peace
seems to hurt his own country.
It is a problem he cannot evade; vet
facing it just makes everyone mad at
him. Neither the Israelis nor the Palestinians will give him any room to
maneuver. Even the prospect of
meeting with one side, surely the first
step toward settling the problem,
leads to recrimination from the other
side.
I WAS CONSTANTLY reminded of
this during the recent election in the
Irish Republic (the third to be held in
the last year and a half). The problem

of Ulster haunts Irish politics - one
that will not go away, yet one that
threatens to undo anybody who
braces himself to touch it.
Ulster is the Republic's West Bank.
Here, as with Jordan, the same people
exist on either side of the border. An
occupying army holds down the people in the artificial enclave, people
who want to be free and feel a social
bond to their fellows in the adjacent
country.
Yet the Irish in the Republic have
the same mixed feelings about Ulster
that Palestinians in Jordan are bound
to have. They feel sympathy for their
friends' plight, but fear getting involved in it. Any solution to the occupied land's problem will unsettle the
neighbor country. Jordan would become even more markedly a Palestinian state, and Dublin would inherit
many of the social problems of Belfast.
IN BOTH CASES, there are border-

crossing procedures that deny the
sovereignty of the two territories.
People go from Dublin to Belfast and
back on a single passport. Some West
Bank Palestinians draw Jordanian
welfare. The obvious direction for the
future is to strengthen these ties
rather than damage them, but every
effort to do so brings protest from the
faction allied to the occupying power the Protestants in Ulster, and the
settlers on the West Bank.
The absurdity of the Irish situation
was highlighted in this election when
Dr. Garrett FitzGerald proposed a
Snt border police to control violence,
e incumbent premier, Charles
Haughey, played on historic fears of
British police patroling the Republic.
Posters went up saying that FitzGerald was Margaret Thatcher's candidate. Haughey even attacked
FitzGerald for daring to meet publicly with the British secretary of
state for Ulster -a charge that backfired when it came out that Haughey

EETTERS
This letter is in response to the
recent comment column by Nancy
Beach regarding the Health Service.
I am glad Beach expressed an interest in the Health Service and some of
the problems that we've been working
to solve. I appreciate constructive
suggestions and input from students.
(As you are probably aware, I have
initiated a "user evaluation form" to
encourage students to make comments and suggestions after they
have used the Health Service. Also, I
am working with students in the Undergraduate Student Government's
Task Force on the Health Service, as
they try to determine student needs
and priorities.) Students and faculty
on the Student Health Service Advisory Committee are also working with
us.
The column did make some valuable points - the importance of the
medical history form, the frustrations
of a 2-hour wait, the funds necessary
for quality health care. I applaud
Beach's concern. Believe me - we are
aware of these, and other problems
and we are working hard to find the
best solutions (not just the quickest
patchwork solutions - but the best
solutions) to ensure cost-effective,
quality health care.
Unfortunately, with our current use
of funds and our limited numbers of
Shysicians, it is sometimes necessary
> wait up to two hours to see a
ehysician, because each person needs
i be given adequate time for good
medical care. However, if we were to
compromise the quality of health care
to increase the rapidity of health care,
we could do a great deal of harm.
We are working on ways to provide
more clinician hours at the tunes of
greatest demand. The column was
incorrect when it stated that we are
looking for additional non-medical
^i-soiutel. In fact, we have not yet
led a vacancy created by the retirement of a clerical employee.
I would like to clarify another point
in the column which could be misinterpreted or misleading. Beach told
me that her examples of poor medical
care were not based on occurences at
the Health Service this year. This
important information should be emphasized, since the current physicians
are providing quality medical care to
large numbers of students daily.
I would once again like to thank
Beach for speaking out on the high
priority of the Health Service among
students. I appreciated student support and involvement.
Janica Lloyd. M.D.
Medical Director,
Student Health Service.

Amlmal Welfare Act
gives little protection
I read with interest the article about
animal experimentation on November 2, and Dr. Robert Conner's letter
to the editor of November 12 in response to that article.
I was shocked to learn that even
though Conner claimed to be misquoted, his letter of correction contained
a false statement.
Despite Conner's remarks, there is
no federal law that protects animals
in the laboratories, and any "professional, scientific, or ethical
guidelines" there may be are totally
unenforceable.
The Animal Welfare Act deals only
with the way lab animals are housed
and maintained prior to the experiment. Readers should not have been
mislead into thinking otherwise.
Even the American AssociaUon for
Accredation of Lab Animal Care, a
private organization that has the
strictest guidelines for laboratory accredation, cannot do more.
Harold Feinberg, former national
chairman once said: "What we worry
about is cage space, cleanliness,
training of caretakers, and nutrition.
The organization cannot say anything
about what the animals are used for,
so it's like being a good concentration
camp guard. Somebody has to start
asking, what are you doing in those
laboratories?"
I believe we should start asking
this. We should also question why

had met secretly with the same man.
(Shades of the secrecy with which
people try to meet Yassar Arafat
without letting others know.)
Garrett FitzGerald beat Haughey,
but not by enough to rule without a
coalition involving the Labor Party, a
welcome source of pressure to face
the Ulster problem. FitzGerald can
bring his government to accomplish
it, would call for a response from
Ulster leading toward a federal arrangment withing the Commonwealth.
And there is a difference between
the two troubled areas. Peace in Ireland calls for a three-way federation,
of Dublin. Belfast and London. No
such triad can be arranged for Jordan, Israel and the West Bank. Sympathy for the plight of the Irish
politician does not blunt the fact that
Hussein's problem is far graver. It is
a measure of the Mideast tragedy that
even Ireland's problems shrink beside it

Health Center responds
universities continue to support a
practice that hinders true progress,
and the development of humane and
valid research techniques.
Jenny Murray
318 Lowry

M-TV critics does not
promote delinquency
Once again Bowline Green is running the risk of falling behind the
times. In the article of 1273/82 regarding M-TV in Bowling Green, several
individuals expressed their thoughts
on the utility of M-TV. The main
complaint (according to a Wood Cable
spokesman) is that the music is too
loud, too suggestive, perhaps lewd
and that it promotes behavior that is
delinquent. This sounds frighteningly similar to the individuals who
believed rock-and-roll was a communist plot to undermine American's
morals several decades ago. If someone says M-TV promotes delinquency,
who's to stop someone else from saying Sunday afternoon football promotes violence?
M-TV, although certainly far from
perfect, does provide a creative alternative to the frequently trashy situation comedies and the stagnation of
FM radio. M-TV's most valuable
service however, is in providing an
outlet for young, new artists to display their talents for millions of people.
One final point, if "the music is too
loud", just turn it down.
BUI Hyland
262 1/2 Troup SI.

are all scheduled in the evenings.
Because it is a little spooky walking to
those far-flung commuter parking
lots at 9:00 p.m., I try to park in
allowed areas on campus after 5:00
[i.m. One of these Is the small faculty
at next to the education building, but
it is often full when I arrive. So, I
usually go to the metered lot by the
library. It is both conveniently1 located and contains available space.
However, Monday night, December
7,1 was not allowed to park here as
the lot was being reserved for basketball patrons. This could not have
happened to me at a worse time,
because I had a final exam scheduled
that evening. Not only was the situation inconvenient, it caused me no
little anxiety over whether or not I
would be able to find a place to park
quickly and thus get to the exam on
time.
My second reaction was furious
anger. By whose command was the
library lot reserved anyway? And,
does this person or persons actually
have the authority to forbid students
to use this lot during; basketball
games? If so, then I think this policy
should be changed. The library lot
should be open at all times to those
who need to use it, first come, first
served. I think the basketball patrons
should take their chances with the
rest of us.
Martha P. Bennett Special Education Dept. .

Individuals must put
Christ In Christmas

Once again, the Christmas season is
here. Stores are crowded by shoppers,
and lights and other decorations are
seen in many places. Parties and
celebrations abound, and light, joyful
music fills the air. Certainly there is a
different feeling and attitude in many
people. For many, this is a time of
celebration. But, what is the celebration of Christmas all about?
Statistics show that the suicide rate
increases at this time of year, as
loneliness overcomes many people. Is
this cause to celebrate? In both the
United States and the world, people go
to bed hungry and/or virtually freeze
because they do not have enough
clothing to wear or enough heat to
keep warm. Is this cause to celebrate? There is war and killing
around the globe, and hatred and hurt
in many people's hearts. Is this cause
to celebrate?
Is Christmas only for those who can
afford It? Is it only for those close to
friends and family, or for those with
food and clothing? Is it only for those
not hurt by killing and by hatred? Not
all the Christmas sales, flashing
lights, decorations, gifts, parties, and
music can change the terrible conditions in this world. Why, indeed,
should we celebrate?
The cause for celebration can be
found in the first six letters of the
word Christmas: Christ. Yes, Jesus
Christ is the reason to celebrate.
Although He has been crowded out of
Christmas by mistletoe, gifts, family
gatherings, and Santa Claus, He can
still be found by those who seek Him.
Some people acknowledge
Christmas as the celebration of the
birth of Jesus. We see scenes of a

Economics secretary
behaves very rudely
This letter is in reference to the
drop-add policy of the Economics
Department. I had a time conflict
with an Econ 206 class, section 0673
7:30 to 9:30p.m. Monday and Wednesday. Due to my job at night it is
impossible for me to attend at that
time. For this reason I wanted to
switch sections from 0873 to 0874 9:30
to 11:00 a.m. Tuesday and Thursday.
When trying to accomplish this I was
greeted by a pleasant, cheerful secretary who should have starred in The
Taming Of The Shrew. I have never
been greeted with such indignant,
rude behavior! I realize that a great
number of people are in my same
predicament, but that is no reason for
such behavior. I have withdrawn totally from the class and I can assure
you that I will not take any economics
class if I have to go through your
"delightful, eager-to-help secretary."
May I suggest a broom that she can
ride to work on as a Christmas present?
Mike Parcall
230 Kohl Hall

Library parking lot
belongs to everyone
I am both a commuter and a full
time graduate student whose classes

baby lying in a manger, surrounded
by shepherds, wise men, and animals.
Unfortunately, it seems that many
people simply leave Jesus in the manger, as if he was always a baby. The
reason to celebrate is not that a baby
was born, but that this baby grew up
to say and do things that would
change people's lives forever. Jesus
Christ proclaimed good news to all,
regardless of their race, health, or
financial condition.
This Christmas we need to make
room in our hearts for Jesus, for
Christmas cannot truly be celebrated
until we submit our lives to him who
was born in that manger so many
years ago. Jesus Christ cannot do his
life-changing work in us until we ask
him to. With Christ in our hearts and
lives, we will have reason to celebrate
at Christmastime and all year long.
Dave Kells
519 Ridge St. #27

Cruel thief almost
caused car accident
To whoever stole my alternator, air
cleaner hose, and even the wing nut to
the air cleaner, I would like to say
thank you! Thanks to your ingenuity,
I experienced a situation this past
weekend that could have led to dire
consequences.
It all started innocently enough
when a friend and I planned to do
some Christmas shopping in Toledo.
Unaware of your doings, I started the
car and proceeded to Toledo. The trip
to Toledo was a smooth one as the
charge stored in the battery provided
more than enough juice for the headlights. However, on the return trip to
Bowling Green, we noticed a dimming
of the headlights, failure of the turnsignals to blink on/off, and a reduced
rate of speed in the windshield wipers
(yes, it was raining outside). Since we
were on Interstate 75, halfway between Toledo and Bowling Green, we
had little choice but to follow traffic
and try to make it home. We finally
arrived safely in Bowling Green soon
thereafter with both my headlights
and tail lights reduced to a dim glow.
While you may breathe a sigh of
relief (maybe you won't) that your
thievery did not result in a bad accident, I assure you that such actions as
yours certainly leave that possiblity
wide open. During the day, one might
not even notice the absence of their
car's electrical system. With no alternator in their car to recharge the
battery, a serious accident could occur as a result of brake light and/or
turn-signal light failures.
In conclusion, I hope you keep this
in mind in your future thefts and
either steal a more readily observable
rrt (e.g. starter) or else leave a note
the window of the victimized car
(similar to the method incorporated
by our beloved parking and sevices)
to forewarn the owner. By utilizing
the above method you'll at least prevent the possibility of a serious rearend collision.
p.s. If by chance you decide to continue your practice of stealing - even
with my above recommendation please don't hit my car again as I
cant afford it!
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by Garry Trudeau
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Rock group not liable
for deaths in Cincinnati
CINCINNATI (AP) -The city of
Cincinnati and directors of Riverfront Coliseum are not liable for
damages from the injuries and 11
deaths at a Dec. 3, 1979, rock concert by "The Who," a judge ruled
Wednesday.
The decision by Common Pleas
Court Judge William Mathews left
the British rock group, the Coliseum corporation and the concert
promoter as defendants for trials
expected to start by early spring.
Mathews' decision Wednesday
Eertained to pre-trial motions filed
y various parties in the litigation.
He also ruled there was no evidence of malicious or reckless conduct by any of the defendants, and
dropped the claims for millions of
dollars in punitive damages. Compensatory damages still could be
collected.

hopes of getting to the best seats
first.
The suits were filed on behalf of
10 of the dead and 22 injured concerts oers.
"I'm disappointed," said lawyer
Jim Edmiston, representing six of
the plaintiffs. "I think the judge is
wrong."
The city was named in the lawsuits because it owns both the concrete plaza around the Coliseum
where the deaths occurred, and an
adjoining parking lot. A city investigation concluded that about 8,000
concertgoers had congregated in a
small area of the plaza before
Coliseum doors were opened, resulting in the crush.
However, Mathews noted the city
had attemped to deal with crowd
control problems at previous concerts, and said it should be dropped
from the lawsuit.

"I'm elated," said A. Dennis
Miller, attorney for The Who. "He
knocked out the punitive damages
claim. That's what I'm elated
about. The punitive damage claim
is half of their case."

"THE CITY took no action ...
that could be held liable for civil
rights violations," MatHews said.
Directors of the privately owned
Coliseum also were dropped, but
Riverfront Coliseum Inc. remains
a defendant.
"Our reaction is that we're delighted with his ruling because he
granted all three of our motions,"
said Coliseum attorney Tom Eagen.

THE LAWSUITS resulted from a
crowd stampede outside the Coliseum before the 1979 concert in
which 11 people were trampled and
suffocated. The concert had sold
tickets for unreserved festival
seating, and some officials have
said the crowd charged the door in

Drop-Add

JEANS N' THINGS

PREPARE FOR

MCATLSATGMAT,
SATACTDATGRECPA
» Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends
i low hourly cost. Dedicated
fu!l-t.rne stall.
► Complete TEST NTAPE«
facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
i Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

for Guys N' Gals
OPEN M0N-FRI til 8:00 PM
SATURDAY 10-5:30
SUNDAY 12-5:00

> Opportunity to make up
missed lessons
» Voluminous home-study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
eipert in their field.

(JIKLS

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

CRE PSYCH & BIO • MAI • PCAT • OCA! • VAT • I0EFL
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BDS
SSAT • PSAI • SAI ACHIEVEMENTS
CHI Days
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EVM

(419) 536-3701
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531 Ridge St. 352-8333

PUT A LITTLE "JINGLE" IN YOUR
POCKET FOR THE HOLIDAYS...
TRADE IN YOUR
USED BOOKS FOR
$$ CASH $$

4

16" (1) item or
more pizza

FREE
BGSU transfers
on our shirts

Reg. 14.95
NOW $12.95

44

FREE
2-LITER BOTTLE OF
SPRITE
with any

ST. LLCJS & BAUGY
CORDS

Oxford
Blouses

( Wtrkeiul;

KAPLAN

§ Myles Pizza
Pub
352-1504

£\j\s $5.00 off

i Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

Kelly
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Some student* hove it mode, ot least Shirley Hennle's son does. Hennie come into the Grand Ballroom
Wednesday to rearrange her son's schedule since he could not make it to campus.
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A College Education Is
Your Key To The
Future...
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Dec.9-17, Thursday through Friday

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Hours:

8:005:00 Monday-Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday
I.D.'s Are A Must

n

A College Yearbook Is
Your KEY To The
M
Past

ORDER BEFORE JANUARY 1 - SAVE $2.00
THE PRICE GOES UP TO $15.95
Name.
Soc. Sac. No..
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HAVE A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

ORDER YOUR
1983 KEY
NOW
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Preventing holiday thievery

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Love, Die BG News Stiff

by Mary Jo McVay
staff reporter

COFFEE BREAK SERIES

TODAY
11:00 - 1:00p.m. - COMMUTER CENTER
Legal Services Proposal Will Be Discussed.
MARK DOLAN & LEIGH HOLLINGSWORTH
FROM USG WILL CONDUCT THE PRESENTATION

Long Stem

FLOWERS

employment office at
nearby Ravenna. "They
want to go to work. We're
swamped with applications."
Two newspaper advertisements for Jobs at the
Land O' Lakes plant were
placed in late November,

Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse ChMtocakgJtagaTs}

Doz. $10.00

JACK'S JIj

Fancy

CARNATIONS

Dean Gerkens, associate director of Campus
Safety and Security, said
that items most often stolen are "anything for a
quick sale."

Stereos, radios and televisions are the items most
often taken from residence
hall rooms, he said.

around to notice that it is
missing, he added.
Bicycles should also be
stored away from campus
because Campus Safety
and Security will be moving some bicycle racks not
used during the winter to
areas off campus, Gerkens
said. It will be impossible
to accomplish this with bicycles locked to them, he
added.
In previous years, there
have been as many as 20 to

Gerkens said taking bicycles borne is important,
as they are also often stolen.
NOT ONLY is the
weather at this time of
year harmful to bicycles,
but it is much easier to
steal a bicycle if nobody is

30 break-ins on campus
over the holidays, but this
has greatly decreased in
the last two or three years,
Gerkens said. In that time,
there has only been one
major burglary, he said.
Bess said this is "due
primarily to an increase in
security programming in
our department and Residence Life. We make a real
strenuous effort to keep
things tight."

Job hunters deluge new plant
RAVENNA, Ohio (AP) Over the past 16 days, 7,000
people have applied for 74
Jobs with a dairy products
plant that is about to open
at Kent.
"These people are desperate for jobs," said Walter Ink, head of the state

CASH & CARRY
SPECIALS
RED ROSES

The best way students
can prevent theft of their
steroes or televisions over
Christmas break is to take
them home, Campus
Safety and Security officials say.
Another solution is to
give your property to a
friend who lives oft campus and who will be in
Bowling Green over the

holidays, they added.
"If you do leave it (property) behind, make sure
you have serial numbers or
other identifying marks on
your property, William
Bess, director of Campus
Safety and Security, said.

BAKERY^v^

Doz. $5.00

Buy 12 Bagels get 4 FREET^ ?
Buy 6 Bagels get 2 FREE

INC

DAIRY QUEEN BLDC FACINC RR TRACKS

office, applications are
crammed into baskets and
five overflowing file cabinet drawers.

and applicants have come
from as far away as Arizona.
A sign with big red letters warns prospective employees to stay off the
construction site: "No Applicants. No Interviews.

In Portage County, the
latest unemployment rate
is 13.3 percent, with 8,493
residents out of work. The
arrival of the $16 million
Land O' Lakes plant,
which was lured with a
$970,000 federal grant and
$10 million in Kent municipal bonds, has been one of

So job-hungry people
trudge to the Ohio Bureau
of Employment Services at
Ravenna and stand in lines
that snake onto the sidewalk outside. Inside the

j?

Smurf Christmas Giftwrap
$1.00 per packet
BA Building Foyer
Thurs.-Fri.
by Women in
Business.

O

Christmas Cookies
1448 E. Wooucr Si.

Behind Finder's East
Hours Mr B-IOSil. A Sun. 9 10
Present IfM coupon
354-1001
Ewes 12/11/82
o Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Baflelsi*

the few bits of good news in
the county.
THE DAIRY productsfactory is to open Jan.
1. Land O Lakes officials
said they hope to have 125
people on the payroll by
mid-1984.
Ink said extra personnel
have been brought to his
office from Youngstown to
handle the applicants.
"People who are collecting unemployment benefits want to get off
unemployment and go to
work, Ink said. "People
who have run out of benefits are on welfare and they
don't want that. They want
a job."
One of those people is
Jim Morehead, an unemployed machinist from
nearby Brady Lake. Morehead, 20,'has not worked
since June and performs
four days of public service
each month to get his $131
monthly welfare check.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR

HOLIDAY SPECIALS!
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Pi
Pi

2% Milk
$ 1.49
Nickles Bread
73«
1 Dozen XL Eggs
.79
1/2 Gallon Fresh-n-Pure ...$1.29
Pepsi 2-Liters
.99«
Vernors 1 cal. (8 pek)
.89*
Sprite 2-Liters
79«

(9
(3

$5.19/corton

Bic Lighters
Banquet Pot Pies.
(Beef & Chicken)
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MON-THURS6-11
FRI & SAT 6-12
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OFFERS GOOD
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
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THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
•
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•

.2 for $1.001

•CIGARETTE PRICE MAY CHANGE WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE

CHURCH & WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN

30% off Lady's Sweaters
50% off Selected Mens Sport Coats and Suits
50% off Selected Lady's Skirts
20%off Men's & Ladies' Rugger Shirts
20% off Men's & Ladies' Dress & Sport Shirts
20% off Men's & Ladies' Outerwear
30% off Popular Brand Mens Boat Shoes
40% of Ladies' Blazers
20% off Ladies' Slacks

Htfl Ca&u'a (Euiteba
lOIN.NUfaSt.
telt»4CMMti"

m

. 69'plus tax

OPEN CHRJSTMASL

I

I

a

Coke 2-Liters
.99
Mr. Pibb 2-Liters
.69
Marrow Subs only
$2.25.1/2!
(a meal in itself!)
$ 3.99-whole,
Cigarettes
,73«/pack* I
6.83 Carton - King size*
a
*
7.05 Carton - 100's*
Generic cigarettes
.55, /pock
!

Enlarged lo show detail

Think Snow...
anytime of the year. Even if she isn't a
snow-bunny a gift of our snow flake pendant
with matching earrings will surely melt
her heart.. .and she's bound to think you're
"real cool" for selecting them for her.
Delicately crafted by J & C Ferrara.
Snow flake pendant in sterling silver
Snow flake earrings in sterling silver
Also available in 14K gold

JEWELRY STORE

Ph 353-669 1 J •OWUNC out IN, OMiO
Open Friday until 8 p.m.
Saturday until 9:30 p.m.

Phi Gamma Delta Presents
FIJI Fight Night

WANTED BOXERS
ALL INTERESTED BGSU STUDENTS THAT
WOULD LIKE TO BOX (inexperienced or experienced) IN THE FIRST ANNUAL FIJI FIGHT
NIGHT SHOULD ATTEND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SESSIONS.
7:30 p.m. THURSDAY 12/9
2:30 p.m. FRIDAY 12/10
AT CONKLIN HALL MAIN LOUNGE
ALL BOXERS WILL BE GROUPED ACCORDING
TO EXPERIENCE AND WEIGHT CLASS

FIJI FIGHT NIGHT SATURDAY FEB. 26th
8:00 ANDERSON

HRS:MON THRU SAT

10a.m.-5p.m.
.

: '11 .so

TICKETS GO ON SALE JAN. 15.

BG Ncw«7Decembar 9. 19S2 9

Identity
Crisis:
In the nontraditional sense
It sils alone on Rye Beach Road — just outside
with any of your colleagues, so you're isolated
of Huron — surrounded by cornfields, trees and a
professionally. Sometimes that has an unsettling
effect."
stigma which it has been trying to live down each
day of its existence.
The laid-back atmosphere is apparently appreFirelands College is officially a branch of the
ciated by students in their education, but some
niversity. but it is often treated with disregard "say the atmosphere hampers the social life at the
by many students at the main campifs. although It'- college, which in turn hampers the acceptance of
has long been a part of Bowling Green State
Firelands by University students who have atUniversity.
tended the college.
Firelands turned IS this year, and the lack of
"The quality of education is higher here than at
hoopla among students concerning the anniverBowling Green, because the number of students
sary reflects the pervasive laid-back atmosphere
in each class is lower," Susan Ebel, a sophomore
at the college.
political science major at Firelands, said. "But
It is that laid-back atmosphere which makes
the amount of participation is lower."
Firelands a good place to get an education,
Part of that problem stems from the type of
students say.
students drawn to Firelands, according to Dr.
Algalee Adams, dean of the college.
Dr. Joseph Krauter, a professor of political
"We have a large number of nontraditional
science at the University and former professor
students," she said. "At least half of our students
and acting dean at Firelands, said the size and
are over 25, and several of them are much older
atmosphere of Firelands College makes it benefithan that.
cial to the learning experience of students and the
"Most of our students are employed at least
relationships of professors.
part-time, so we have a lot of part-time students,
"There are much smaller classes at Firelands
where most students at the main campus are lullthan we have here," Krauter said. "It would be
time. Since we are a commuter school, it makes it
unheard of to have 90-100 students in a class
very difficult to have a strong social life here on
there. Most of them have from 12-15 students,
campus — the students come for their classes, and
which, of course means that you can give a lot
then go to work, or go home. It's hard to get
more individual attention.
students to come back in the evening for an
"You get an opportunity to develop closer,
event."
more intimate relationships between professors
"The students are somewhat different than
from different academic areas. At the same time,
what you find here (at the University)," Krauter
though, that can be a disadvantage. You're not
said. "There are less student problems because

the kids are still at home and they're used to
parental guidance."
For those who are part-time or nontraditional
students, Firelands is an ideal college at which to
get a good education. For full-time students, lack
of student participation is a detriment to their
attempts to be accepted as a legitimate part of the
University.
"No one cares about the school," Roseann
Kromer, a sophomore radio-television-film major, says. "A few people here do everything. Most
of the people come here for school, then they go
home. We need to get students involved. We're
affiliated with BG, and we should get the same
rights."
"We're treated (by main campus students) like
we're inferior," Kay Peacock, a-sophomore
human services major, says. "If we're going to be
a part of the main campus, we should be treated
as equals."
Firelands College has grown in quality by leaps
and bounds in its first 15 years; its computer
program is more modern than any at the University, and in-class discussion and participation is
greater because of the number of nontraditional
students.
But more important for some students is that
they be accepted by University students as part of
(he University — completing the destruction of
the mood that Firelands is, in one student's
opinion, "an extension of high school in about
every way."

(top) Bowling Green Stale University Firelands College, commuter branch, located in
Huron. Ohio, an hour-and a-half from Bowling Green. Sue Knapp (above) stops at her
locker before going to class at Firelands.

Kacey Opper (above) uses the library to find a moment of silence to study. A popular
gathering place known as 'The Pit' (far left) remains quiet during class time, (left) These
students share a light moment during a class at the Firelands Campus.

Story by Tracy Collins and Marcia Sloan
Photos by Patrick Sandor
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Language

Crowd applauds 'Two by Two9

. from Page 1

Spanish is spoken along
with English,''he said.
Knowing a foreign language can be a factor in
getting hired but is not
often required by companies, according to Florence
Lehman, associate director of Placement Services.
She said companies that

require foreign languages
normally hire foreigners to
fill the available positions.
Research is another area
where knowledge of a foreign language can be an
asset.
"IN THE HARD sciences, foreign language is
an absolute necessity,' Dr.

Kirill Hartman, assistant
Brofessor in German and
.ussian, said.
"If people don't learn or
if they drop a foreign language, I think they're damaging themselves as future
researchers," Hartman
said.

EXAM SPECIAL
DECEMBER 9 - DECEMBER 16
STUDY AND RELAX IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ROOM AT

Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel
(located across from Harshman Dorm)

1 Person -1 Night $19.95 2 Persons -1 Night $24.95
Additionel Consecutive Nights $15 1 person per night
$20 2 persons per night
Early Check-In - Late Check Out
FREE COFFEE
Special includes $5.00 credit per person day toward food at
SAM B'S • LK • Pisanello's

Noah's Ark alive at Westgate
playing the role of Noah.
The show is well executed
and thoroughly enjoyable.
Hie show on November
26 started at 8:15, just in
time to take the audiences'
minds off a mediocre meal
and a folksy warm-up act
by "the Added Attractions," which was clumsy
at best.

Richard Rodgers' musical comedy about Noah's
Ark, "Two By Two," is
alive and well and presently living on the stage of
Toledo's westgate Dinner
Theatre.
'Two By Two" is a humorous recreation of the
biblical ark story and follows the lives of those
aboard from before the
first raindrops fall to the
appearance of the brilliant
rainbow signifying God's
promise that the earth will
never again be flooded.
The production is lead
by Jim Fargo, Westgate's
associate producer, who
directs ana choreographs
the production as well as

THE BEGINNING of
the first act belongs to Jim
Fargo and his character,
Noah; a whining, ArchieBunker-like old man
blessed with insubordinate
sons and a king-sized task
ahead of him. This part
was originated in the
Broadway production by

Danny Kaye.
Fargo is especially
strong in the hilarious song
"Ninety Again," where the
siz-hundred-year-old Noah
is given the strength of a
ninety-year-old by God.
Fargo's counterpart,
Nancy Carroll, who plays
Noah s wife Esther, is ex-

mostly humorous show.
Carroll's song "An Old
Man" in the first act left
the audience, even the
heckling, intoxicated old
women in the front row,
with tear-filled eyes.
Stephen Essner, who
plays Japheth, the youngest of Noah and Esther s

Review
by Scott Carpenter
ceptional in the supporting
role. Taking the role of a
tired old woman, Carroll is
extremely effective as a
dramatic balance to the

Advance Registration Requested • Present Valid BGSU ID. at Nr in

three sons, effectively executes both dramatic and
humorous acts. His part, a
sensitive young man struggling with his love for God
and his father and his
youthful defiance of authority, provides a contin-

uous underlying theme
that ends happily as he
renews his love with Noah
and gives freshness to the
age-old story of "boy gets
girl."
BOB TREBING as
Shem, the eldest son, and
Marty Wicks, the middle
son, Ham, lend great humor to the production as
two somewhat greedy and
lazy tag-alongs aboard the
ark. Tliey are especially
funny when joined by
Shem's wife, Leah, in the
second song of the first
act,"Put Him Away."
Stem and Ham's constant bickering with each
other and with their wives,
Leah, played by Kate Arthur, and Rachel, played
see REVIEW page 7
■Je*

EXAM CRAM!!!
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1983 EAE LiX' SIS OFFICERS
PRESIDENT: TEKES PARFITT
VICE PRESIDENT: KASSIE STEWART
SECRETARY: DOROTHY CARRACHER
TREASURER: TINA CASKEY
ASST. TREASURER: LEIGH KURLINSKI
SOCIAL: DORI COULBOURNE
ASST. SOCIAL: TRACY KULTTI
PLEDGE EDUCATOR: KIM KATZEN BACH
SPIRIT: DAWN COOK * TERESA AKRIDGE
C0MM. 4 SCRAPBOOK: MARY RUPP &
TAMMY SALEM
HOUSE & COMMUNITY PROJECTS:
JOHNNA WALTER

Monday 10:00p.m.-7:30a.m.
Tuesday 10:00p.m.-7:30a.m.

COMMUTER CENTER
ALL WELCOME

SXe$25.
oiillKy.l.Hiilk-cRiimv

FREE COFFEE, HOT CHOC. & TEA

No "Bait" . . .
No "Switch" . . .
No Gimmicks!

You're ready! For the biggest and
the best that life has to offer. And for
the college ring thai will speak volumes about you—and your achievemenls—for years to come.
What's more—you can afford it!
Because now, for a limited time you
can order from Ihe entire ArtCarved
collection of 14K gold college rings
and save $25. Come and see the
exquisitely crafted styles—from the

Date:
Dec. 13-15

Time:
10:00 a.m.
- 4:00 p.m.

classic to the contemporary. And
choose the ring and custom options
that most eloquently express you
Now is your time to get what you
deserve. And remember—nothing
else feels like real gold.

/IKORVED*
Place:

The prices we ADVERTISE
are the prices you PAY for

29

Single Vision
Lens and Frame"

$

49

Call UAO for more info.
Call Now 2-2343
2 DAYS TILL YOU MISS
YOUR LIFT TICKET

88

Bifocal
Lens and Frame*

Including your choice ot over 1000 current frame fashions. Tinted,
plastic, oversize, out-of-stock lenses priced higher.

*2*>
"HoHo-Ho!"
If you think that our advertised prices are simply a
gimmick to bring you in — and that we will try to

switch you to a higher price— SHOP US! About 80%
of all prescriptions we receive are filled at our
advertised prices. Only oversize, tinted, plastic, or
specially-ground corrective lenses cost more. And
you'll find our meticulous, professional fitting and
service, second to none, at ANY price.
EYES EXAMINED BY DR. KENNETH G BAKER 0.0.
'Standard dear glass plus - 400 to — 200 cyl.
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

There's a better way
to get there this Christmas.
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-lree. economical
service. You canjaave directly from campus or other nearby locations
Most schedulesnave stops at convenient suburban locations. And
talk about comfort You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room
for carry-on bags.
So next trip, go with the nde you can rely on Go Greyhound.

From Campu.
■

■

.

oat -q Grat-

Burling.!
Optical

352-2533
. m
H

382-2020

* $275.00
Needs YOU to fill the Second Bus!!

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday-Friday 800-5:00
Saturday 9:00-5:00

Eyeglasses
88

STEAMBOAT
COLORADO

^V CLASS RINGS. INC

Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted

$
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CONGRATULATIONS

Sunday 7:00p.m.-7:30a.m.
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MX

The House, meanwhile,
neared a vote on the $231.6
billion military spending
bill from which the MX
funds were cut. The bill
still contained about $2.4
billion in research and development funds for the
missile. Rep. Joseph Ad-

THE "DENSE PACK"
proposal is the latest of
more than 30 basing modes
considered since the MX
frogram originated in
973. Carter proposed to
place 200 of the missiles in
4,600 connected underground shelters in Utah
and Nevada, but this plan

drew heavy fire from environmentalists and others
in the West.
Reagan killed the Carter
Clan and at first proposed
i put the missiles into
reinforced Minuteman and
Titan silos, at least until a
permament basing mode
was decided upon.
The new plan is the opposite of the Carter proposal:
instead of being moved
around a wide area, the
missiles would be huddled
together for protection.
White House strategists
said they were working on

seemed to be the real
crowd pleaser on this particular night, as many left
the theatre reciting "Oh
my God..." - her f

phrase in the play.
Pullella's Rachel,
though not the comedy center, provides one of the
best dramatic numbers of

the evening in "Something
Doesn't Happen."
Joane Wicks, who plays
Goldie, though a talented
and accomplished actress

Sen. Bob Dole, (R-Kan.),
said in a television interview that the House vote
"clearly indicates defense
will not go unscathed this
year." Dole said the MX
issue is in doubt in the
Senate for this year.

. . . from Page 1

back the president in this
kind of far-reaching decision, we are in a bad fix,"
Stennis said.
Sen. John Tower, (RTex.i, the committee
chairman, called the
House vote "surprising
and disappointing and
said, "At no time in my
memory has the Congress
treated a major national
security program proposed by the president in
such a cavalier fashion."

Review.

.. . from Page 6
by Mary Ann Pullella,
brings consistent hilarity
to the production.
The character Leah

dabbo, D-(N.Y.j, chairman of the Houae
Appropriations subcommittee on defense, proposed to cut this to $1
billion but said he was not
optimistic.

a plan to assure victory for
the MX in the Republicancontrolled Senate. This
would send the issue to a
House-Senate conference
committee. Sen. Ted Stevens, iR-Alaska), chairman of the Senate
Appropriations subcommittee on defense, has said
he doubts the conferees
could agree.
White House spokesman
Larry Speakes predicted
the MX production funds
would fare better in the
Senate, but conceded the
vote could be close.
and singer, meekly depicts
a low class, obnoxious, teasing shady lady as though
a lion had been casted to
depict a lamb.

APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
UAO Administrate Director
and UAO Special Events Director
All applicants must have a full semester UAO experience
(or the equivalent) and be in good standing with the university.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UAO OFFICE
Deadline Dec. 17 - for Special Events
and Jan. 12 - for Administrative

Reg 119.00
SALE
89.95
Grey Teardrop
Git EM at the

FRYE

■ MHaMMll ■■■! MMMMMMMM

Come see the Resume Professionals

<£VC*

FOR

Quality Computer Typesetting
Over 100 typestyles available
' We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

OUTPOST

For Standard Resumes, 3 day service
from start to finish

WESTERN STORE

OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
111 South Main St., Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Serving the Printing Needs of Students. Faculty and Staff of B.G.S.U.
in Quickprinting

Hrs. M-F 10-8 Sat. 10-6 Sun. 1-5
Comer Clough and Main

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO
SAVE BIG IN 1982 ON MANY
PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS!

EVENT
rannrmn

tfs another SPr

Our system features three
-1— outstanding Yamaha products at a budget price The
4_ R-5CO is a 40 watt AM/FM
receiver that combines
4-quotty with a great price
The P-850. a direct drive
4- quartz locked automatic
turntable. Is an outstanding
4- buy m this combination And
the NS-30T speakers com_J_plete this system with
Yomoho consistency

to SOUTHWYCK MALI,
Dec. 11, 1982
Leaving Noon from
in front of the Union
$3.50 transportation cost

Sign up NOW in the UAO Office

ROSE DIRECT REFLECTING
SHAKERS are available as
high-performance sound
investment options on on our -\stereo systems

YAMAHA NS-JOT

BOU 101

SALE $135.00
'-Save $45.00
|_
•OSf Ml |

SYSTEM $795.00

More people in more pioces
solve more problems with
Apples than with any other
personal computer m the world Now Sound Associates
and Apple solve one moreby offering very special
prices on Apple Computer
Christmas Pockoges Stop m
today for a free demonstration and save yourself a
meiry little bundle

OPTIONAL $175.00
Save $45.00

^ Infinity
SALE $189.00

any
price - give you features like
EMIT tweeters, polypropylene
cones, and dual votee^oi'
woofers providing unequaled
musical reproduction you
can Ive with (or a good, long
time

Take you pick of these fine
Harman/Kardon receivers
-T noted for the* unusual clean —
sound and High Current
Capabity with 20 to 45-<
watts/channel And while

SALE $159.00
Save W.OoL
Save

• Film
• Groceries

SALE $69.88 °y ^ ^ SA.FI
■n

• Greeting Cards
• School Supplies

T.O.'s Campus Corner
902 £ *«Mt«r

352-3365

A1PM7217

SALE $179.95
Save $60.00

till

-COMPUTER ACCESSORIES:
Computer Core Kit
-HandControlers
Joysticks
-Blonk Diskettes
Books
-Software Programs

Sj

1995
34.95
59.95

Save $37.00

AIWA
"88 10.12- Ut/Uilk CASSETTE DECK. ■
42 88 7.12 for our conservative audio
19 88 10.07- ,siene,s who mkjht Ike to6 69 6.99 (jgyj 0 quotty component to
"■"-the* present system we've ■SRCX-IOO
put together two very special
- stereo cas-tte ^MM SALE $149.00
14.88 S-07 ,0 you c— SAVE BIG and i
£
;
31.44 '•"-record your favorite music —(- Save $50.95
53.66 •"* for future fctenlng enkjy-

4.95
2.99
All 15% OFF
__u£

J"_

SALE STARTS DEC. 10th - ENDS DEC. 24th SALE $184.88
I Save $65.07

ppkz
'«Authorized Dealer

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Save $30.95

SALE $393.00

STOREWIDE DISCOUNTS

REGULAR
-SUPER STOCKING STUFFERS:
18.57
TDK SA-C90 (3 Pock)
-SONY Walkman 5
149.95
DISCWASHER Record Cleaner
16.50
$20.07
-TECHNCRAFT TC-2COO
65.00
TDK HD-Ol Demognetlier
29 95
| ATHNE CAR STEREO8.50
te-TNs FM/AM cassette features -DISC WASHER SC-2 Stylus Cleaner
9.95
20 watts/channel 5 station ALLSOP 3 Cassette Deck Cleaner
55.00
- presets and a local dlstonce- DISC WASHER Dttklt
50.00
switch. You may combine it YAMAHA YH-2 Headphones
29.95
- with these 6x9 lO ot 2 way- ALLSOP 3 Video Head Cleaner
13.68
AIM* MK speakers or any of the Alpine MAXELL Test Pock
50.00
"meato great price during-AUDIO TECHNCA AT-1Q5

• Stocking Stuffers
• Assorted Candy
Novelties

SALE $229.00

YWrtflWcouH-eMmB-rfVo' V"s" O O
precision belt drive semi L.
.
,
','
-automatic turntable.
—IHARMAN/KARDONS70i

NHMTYRSa

Customized
Clothing

I

Save $275.00

YAMAHA K-aOCiiKttcDM* I

cflounr

|

SALE $99.50

OUARANTMO PtKI POUCY
» rx RMaas* • aapnaaM fr«« Sound

HCaMPUTER ftMJj

MrvU a-Mn, In OM. w(ihi- so »»,■
-•'ii th*t '*<~i »•• <•» *»«-K.

coMPUTi satvta

Your Professional Electronic Stores
5206 MONROE ST.
TOLEDO, OHIO
885-3547

248 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
352-3595

400 S. MAIN ST.
HNDLAY, OHK>
424-1191

OPtN: Monday-Friday tin 9 p.m. - Saturday 10 a.m. till 5:30 p.m.

O«PA»TM«NT
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Bragging rights at stake in Ohio gridiron battle
CINCINNATI (AP) - For
a moment, it sounded as
though Cleveland Browns
head coach Sam Rutigliano had committed a
heresy.
Rutigliano, in a telephone conference call yes-

"There's a lot of things
involved in it that make it
great, in terms of intrastate (competition) and so
forth.
"There's actually no
sure at all involved as
head coach of the

terday, recited the litany

of reasons why the

Browns' game this Sunday
with the Cincinnati Bengals has grown into a fierce
rivalry.
"It's always a great contest," Rutigliano said.
•WITH THIS COUPON
EXPIRES 12/16/82

$5.00 OFF

Browns."
What? No pressure from
the front office or thousands of fans who would
like nothing better than to
claim this year's bragging
rights in Ohio?
"I was being very facetious." Rutigliano said,
chuckling. "There are a
few principle people involved that kind of take the

game seriously."
Asked to name them,
Rutigliano shied off: "Two
of the above."
HE DIDN'T HAVE to
explain further. Art Modell, owner of the Browns,
and Paul Brown, Bengals'
general manager and the
former Browns coach fired
by Modell, have seen their
teams wage some spirited

battles on the field since
Brown started his Cincinnati club IS years ago.
This year's encounter reduced to just one meeting because of the players'
strike - finds the Bengals
climbing steadily toward
another playoff berth while
the Browns flirt with disaster for a second straight
season.

get their hopes up too soon,
Mancini's lawyer said yesterday.
Richard White, a Youngstown attorney representing Mancini, said that

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio
(AP) - Fight fans anxious
to see Ohio's two champions - Ray "Boom Boom'
Mancini and Aaron Pryor in the same ring shouldn't

FALCON HOUSE ffitliL*

reports about promoter
Bob Arum setting up the
fight were just more speculation about the fight.
Mancini, of Youngstown,
is the World Boxing Asso-

"YOUR ATHLETIC SHOE 8 SPORTSWEAR HEADQUARTERS IN BG"
Christmas Hours 10-6 Mon & Fri til 9:PM
ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE - NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY

PET SHOP

one of the largest Pet Shops in Ohio
Have we abandoned the principles of our forefathers?

1011 S. Main

m-

See the film "The Second American Revolution" directed
by Franky Schaeffer.
Sun. December 12th 8:30 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. Prout
Chapel BGSU.
Shown at the regular worship service of Charis Community Church and the Fellowship of Christian Students.

You're living proof
that BG News ads
are read

si), f MOW * HH am <m» I

THE CARDS
Euchre Tourny

small one item $3.70 reg.

I

with gift certificate $3.00

\

medium one item 55.55 reg.
with gift certificate $4.50

, One Item Pizza Only regular style

I PERMS $30.00
i (INCLUDES HAIRCUT)

Certificates good through 6/1/83

ASK FOR MINDY or DIANNA
ROMANS HAIR DESIGNERS
STADIUM
PLAZA 352-2107
01
nt
PLEASE PRESENT THIS AD

£$k

vx7
y^

ilttA

'

Campus
Film

SPECIAL
FEATURE

TONIGHT: Here ot BG
8:00

MCOIE WITH m
A THE BIO m

r-Rfcfc
Main Auditorium
2 Great
Concert Films

Midnight Friday

Main Auditorium

___J

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
For all you runners its

Personal Best
Main Auditorium
$1.50 w/ID

Concert for Bengledesh
and Genesis
$1.50w/ID
For Those without MTV

FALL LISTING 1983
NOW AVAILABLE
For
Ridge Manor Apts.
519 Ridge

*

$1.00/person
$2.00/team
This is for all you B.G. Card Sharks

I

The P.W. Club
Proudly Annouces its New Officers:

j We will deliver coupons.
I Coupons good on delivery.
j Prices effective on

T.kaa
>; Study bfMk

Dec. 9th at the
Sidedoor
7:00 p.m.

^-THIS MURSMV THIS THUBMV THIS THIMSMV THIS THMSMV THIS nWKMV THIS THOBSMI THIS THURSMV THIS^t

Large one item $7.70 reg.
| j
with gift certificate $6.00 I

j Expires 12/23/82

ciation's lightweight
champion, while Pryor, of
Cincinnati, holds the
WBA's junior welterweight
crown.
The Cincinnati Post reported yesterday, that
Arum said he was putting
together a three-fight
package for Pryor. Arum
said the third fight would
be with Mancini in one of
the big outdoor arenas in
Ohio. That means the Ohio
State football stadium in
Columbus, the lakefront
stadium in Cleveland or
Riverfront Stadium in Cincinnati."
Under Arum's proposal,
Pryor would fight Soon
Hyun Kim, a South Korean
boxer, early in 1983. If successful, Pryor would face
Alexis Arguello. whom
Pryor defeated last month.
If he won that bout, Pryor

^t'Mt nwjftw mu iHunjMr mu rowtsMY IMB DWKSMV THIS THWSMV THIS NUKM* THIS iwesMr mis -^r

Buy a gift certificate
or treat yourself

11

352.8459

Red Leg Tarantulas 14.99
BIRD SALETropical Fish 20% off parakccts Blue & Green $9.99
Cockatiels $29.99
ALL MARINE LIFE 10% off
All Specials with ad only
Merry Christmas from The Hutch

Are we sliding dangerously toward totalitarianism?

M

strike ended, and Rutigliano expects a tough afternoon this Sunday in
Riverfront Stadium.
"Cincinnati poses a lot of

C" lems for us offensively
use they've got three
of the better defensive linemen in a three-man line
concept in the league," Rutigliano said.

Speculation surrounds Mancini-Pryor matchup

Any purchase of $25.oo or more!
See our: Athletic Shoes • Running Gear
Sweats • Warm-ups • T-Shirts
Jerseys • Imprinting • Racquetball Equip.

S

Cincinnati edged the
stubborn Baltimore Colts
20-17 last Sunday to imKove to 4-1. Cleveland, on
e other hand, dropped a
30-13 decision to San Diego
and is on the verge of elimination from post season
play with a 2-3 record.
The Browns' offense has
scored just 37 points in its
three games since the

Field Manor Apts.
542-560 Frazee Ave.

Greenbriar North
Merry Ave. Apts.
215 E. Poe Road
516 E. Merry
also
Frazee Ave. Apts.
Large Houses
624,656,670 Frazee Ave. Eff., 1 Bed, 2 Bed, 3 Bed
at various locations
Stop By:
224 E.lVooster
or Call
352-0717

Bob "I'm so tired" Bistritz
"Cougarage' Walpole
Scott Roberts
"Sally" Clevidence
Phil Shandle
Gary Gruehl
Dave Yoder
Dan McCormick
"Cupcake" Clements
Brad Pinchot
Chaz Marchant
Telephone Operaor
Steve McHale
Timekeeper
Chris Frye
Tiger Trainer
Scott Praskavich
Barbaric Historian
"Buzzy" McGovern
Blue Ball Chairma
Rich Gutzky
Skating Instructor
Darryl Chidsey
Future 1st Round Draft Pick
"Flash" Roberts
Will not Sign if Drafted
Vince McNary
Neophytes
Brian Nau
Alumni of the Year
Jim Aikens
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Housekeeper
Unsocial Chairman
Rituals Chairma
Photographer
Head Chef
GQ Officer

o\*

would fight Mancini. the
WBA lightweight champion.
ARUM WAS OUT of
town and unavailable for
comment yesterday,
according to a secretary in
the office of Top Rank Inc.,
his New York-based firm.
"I can tell you absolutely
that it hasn't even been
seriously considered at
this time," White said
about the proposed PryorMancini fight.
According to White,
Arum saw Mancini when
Mancini was in Atlantic
City recently to watch a
fight of Ken Bogner, a New
Jersey lightweight.
"Arum was proposing
that Bogner might be a
good next opponent for
Ray," White said. "That
has been more seriously
considered than anything
involving Pryor."
White said he wasn't surprised that a promoter was
trying to stir interest in a
fight, but that no one in the
Mancini camp is thinking
about Pryor right now.
"We know what's happened with Ray the last
month or so with that last
fight," White said, referring to the bout in which
South Korean boxer Duk
Koo Kim was fatally injured.
"I suppose from Arum's
point of view, being a promoter, suggesting a PryorMancini fight is a very
natural thing," White said.
"But I was with Ray yesterday and I was talking to
his manager, Dave Wolf,
all day and I can tell you
that anything about Pryor
is just not serious at this
time."

Say it
in the
BG News
Classifieds. .
(next semester)
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College Senior. &
Graduate*

Aim High
The Air Force
has the following
positions available:
PILOT/NAVIGATOR—
Any Four Year Degree. Ages 18 to 27.

ENGINEERS—
Degree in engineering. Ages 18 to 34.
\bu\* put a lot of effort into earning your
college degree. Now if s lime for that degree to
do something for you. It can open the door to
one of the finest opportunities available to college graduates — Air Force Officer Training
School. Completing this three month course
can put you into executive positions right auay.
If you're looking for a career that offers an
excellent starting salary, job security, complete
dental and medical care — Aim High — Aim
for the U.S. Air Force. For more information
contact
Tsgt. Gerry Wlnebrenner
280 South Main Street
Room 102
Bowling Green. OH 43402
(419) 352-5138

im

DELTA ZETA
IS PROUD TO
ANNOUNCE
THEIR NEW OFFICERS
Kim Pettys
President
1st Vice President-Rush
Joan Kuhn
2nd Vice President-Pledge Cheryl Vesoli
Lisa Hugnes
Treasurer
Marybeth Nedrich
Recording Sec.
Laura Vradelis
Corresponding Sec.
Anne Moser
Asst. Rush Chmn.
Asst. Pledge Trainer
Denise Cappy
Asst. Treasurer
Susan Steggman
Sr. Panhel Rep.
Bonnie Zahn
Jr. Panhel Rep.
Michelle Lapierre
Scholarsip Chmn.
Susan Lehman
Social Chmn.
Lori Beranek
Asst. Social Chmn.
Lynn Lisker
Karen Schmieding
Activities Chmn.
Michelle Pittro
Asst. Activities Chmn.
Theresa Guella
Philanthropy Chmn.
House Manager
Kathi Mixer
Historian
Dana Shively
Alumnae Chmn.
Regina Carlin
Volleyball Chmn.
Missy Manny
Sorority Education
Laurie Lalonde

Thank You Past Officers For
and Excellent Year!

- . . ..
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Young overcomes adversity to discover success
by Joe Menzer
sports editor

When he was much younger and his family lived in one of Cleveland's
rougher neighborhoods, Andre Young used to run home from school to avoid
getting in fights.
Now a defensive tackle on Bowling Green's Mid-American Conference
championship football team, Young doesn't run from anybody. He runs after
them instead.
His whole life, as well as his football career, has come full circle from those
days as a.rather confused youth.
"I used to fight about every day; I had to run home from school four and five
times a week,*' he says. "If you weren't fast, you were in big trouble. I think
that's where 1 got some of my speed."
BG*S OPPONENTS in the last two years have grown wary - and weary - of
Young's speed. He is not big for a defensive tackle at 6-foot-2, 210 pounds, but
he makes up for lack of size with excellent quickness, and often plays a good
part of his same in the opposing team's backfield.
Last week, as the Falcons began preparations for their Dec. 18 California
Bowl meeting with Pacific Coast Athletic Association champion Fresno State
in Fresno, the accolades for a season well spent began showering down on
Young.
As if being named a first team all-MAC player wasn't enough satisfaction for
one season, Young also was a Division I-AA first team all-America selection.
Even though BG and the MAC have been fighting for re-classification back into
Division I-A, Young admittedly was touched by receiving all-America honors.
"For me to receive all-America honors at any level is quite an honor," he
says. "I watched Grambling play Jackson State (two top I-AA schools) on
television the other day and I saw their tackles. I just said 'whoa, those guys
are huge and good!' HI beat them out for first team all-America, I must be
doing something right."
YOUNG IS DOING many things right these days, but it wasn't always that
way. He credits two people - his grandmother on his mother's side and a coach,
Jim Shealey, who gradually became more like a father - for turning his whole
life around.
Both Young's grandmother - whose father was a minister - and Shealey are
devout Christians. Through them, Young also learned the more peaceful ways
of the Lord and he now wears a Bible taped to his shoulder pads each day in
practice and in games.
"I put it there at the beginning of the season and in the front of the Bible I
have written, 'Bowling Green, 1982 MAC champions,' " Young says. "You've
heard of the biblical saying, 'ask and you shall receive.' Well, I also wrote,
'Lord, this is what I'm asking for.'
"To me, it's my strength; I count on it heavily. Whenever we need a big play,
I dig a little deeper. I credit it all to my faith in God. I don't proclaim to be the
most saved or the purest person in the world, but it's just like anything else you have to start at the bottom and work your way up."
ALTHOUGH BORN IN Akron, Young's family moved to Cleveland when he
was six years old. He didn't like it, and he begged his divorced mother to let
him return to Akron to live with his grandmother.
"Every summer I wanted to come back to Akron just to be around her,"
Young says. "To me, she's an all-America grandmother.
BG News photos/Ron Hagler
"Cleveland was like a strange place for us. It wasn't home, even though we Bowling QrMn'i Andre Young (58) flits onto the scene in a game earlier this season. Young often
lived there."
makes surprise sppearsnees In opponents' backflelds.
So when his mother re-married when he was 12, Young's family made a joint
decision to let him and two of his siblings return to Akron. For the next several the city championship game. One of Buchtel's assistants on that day in 1977
The fifth-year senior admittedly had trouble keeping his mind on the game
years, and even up to this day, Young's grandmother was a guiding influence was Shealey, a man who Young now refers to as "my godfather."
during his sophomore year - as his father had a heart attack, his mother was
in his life.
"They beat us 2-0 and it was all a one-man show. It was all Andre Young," hospitalized, his other grandmother had two serious operations, and one of his
"I'm very, very proud of Andre," she says now. "He was always the type of Shealey says. "He really shut us down offensively that day. We'd run sweeps to uncles was arrested for robbing a store he was never in.
person who had a goal in mind, even when he was young. He was a good kid the other side of the field away from him and before our backs got through the
"It was hard for me to tune in on football. I got moved to second team
most of the time, but I'm a disciplinarian and I wasn't always easy on him.
hole he'd be there to stop 'em. Our line couldn't block him either."
because the coaches thought I had a 'don't care' attitude," Young says. "I
Instead, Young ended up at Bowling Green. It has turned out to be a blessing thought, wow, they're trying to phase me out.'
"He was so small; I didn't ever think he would grow up to be as big as he is
now. I remember sometimes he would come home after getting in a fight and both for the University ana for Young as an individual. Young has gone through
"1 didn't realize that the Coach can't get involved with all the personal
he would start crying and hide behind the refrigerator. I would say to him, 'you much pain - both physically and emotionally - in his 4 h years here.
problems of each person on the team. He has to take the stand: 'If you can't
First, torn ligaments in his knee wiped his freshman season from the board. play, I'll get somebody else who can.' "
have to either start learning to turn the other cheek or to stick up for yourself.
It was then that he most avidly sought Shealey's friendship, and the end result
You can't keep comin' to me.' "
with the help of Shealey, Young soon realized that. When he was moved to
YOUNG SOON LEARNED to fight his own battles on the football field. By was that Young moved into Shealey s house for the summer. He still lives there defensive tackle, Young started a resurgence as a player. Even though he
the time he was a senior in high school - although still smallish in size at just today, though he also spends much of his time with his grandmother.
openly expressed dissatisfaction at the move at first, he played there and
SHEALEY HELPED STEER Young through an extensive knee re-habilita- played well, nonetheless.
170 pounds - Young was well-known and feared by many opponents.
Hi was named Summit County's defensive player of the year that season, tion process and later, when Young was further beseiged by a flurry of family
Now Young is considered among the nation's best at that position.
and he led his Akron Garf ield team to a victory over arch-rival Buchtel High in problems, he helped him through that, too.
"Boy, am I proud of him," Shealey says. "And that's an understatement."

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE
PAYS TOP PRICES FOR YOUR
USED TEXTS!
MAKE YOUR EXCHANGES
& PURCHASES IN ONE
EASY PROCESS!

SBX ALSO PAYS TOP
WHOLESALE PRICES ON
MARKETABLE TEXTS NO
LONGER USED AT
B.G.S.U.
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE WISHES THE
FACULTY AND STUDENTS OF
B.G.S.U. A MERRY CHRISTMAS!

$s$

STORE Buy BACK Hrs.
9-5:30 p.m. MONDAY - FRI.

530 E. WOOSTER ST.
353-7732
The mat betr brewed tnd bottled in C«i»d« Imported by Martlet Importing Co.. Inc.. Grul Neck. NY. O 1962.
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Falcon gymnasts ready

Weinert's coat tradition is in jeopardy
said Weinert, who had the same
tradition when he was head
basketball coach at Ripon
College
and St. Joseph (Ind.).T'The
decision is not a permanent one. I
guess the students like it here at
home - and that's why I have done
it here and at the other schools I've
coached at - because the students
seemed to enjoy it.

The biggest question to be
•nswereatomorrow night when the
Bowling Green NmketbiU team
entertains Defiance College may
not be who will win the game.
Rather, it may be whether or not
BG coach John Weinert will trust
his deodorant and take off his coat
with confidence.
Really, faulty deodorant is not
the reason that Weinert has
decided to put an end to the
tradition of the coat so far this
season.

SIDELINE
by Keith Walthcr
Asst. Sports Editor

The tradition, which Weinert has
carried on as a head coach for 14
years, has been a pretty simple yet highly popular one - wherever
he has coached.
Weinert simply takes the coat off
at the beginning of a game and then
- when a victory is assured - he
puts the coat back on-.

"I haven't done it to draw
attention to John Weinert. I've
always thought it was a positive
thing. It has been done as a thank
you to the students for supporting
us. It was never meant to be
something derogatory to the
opposition."

BG has won twice at home thus
far this season and both times
Weinert has left the coat on. This
has drawn a steady stream of
phone calls to Weinert's office from
fans who feel as if they are being
denied of something very
important to them.
INDEED, THE tradition has
become highly popular,among the
BG student body. The noisy Falcon
home crowds, as if on cue, begin
their chant in the closing moments
of games in which the Falcons
lead: "Coat, coat, coat ..."
"I know students are wondering
why I haven't done it this year,"

The reason for Weinert's
decision is one letter he received
last year from a fan at Northern
Illinois. The letter said that
Weinert was trying to "rub in the
fact the BG had won." Thus, one
letter - probably from an overlysensitive fan - may have brought
an end to the tradition.
"THAT IS THE only negative
feedback I have gotten," Weinert
said. "Except from people when
we play at Toledo. But they
(Rocket fans) will say anything
against me and BG in general. The

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS:
Anyono rrauing tha student fetching
sign-up meeting on November 17
should f>ck up forms m 444 Educ
Bktg Deadline to sign up lot student
Weeheip Fal Semester. 1983 a
January ?0. 1883
Crtmlnel Ju sties Majors:
Remrnder-A Mm deetng with straw of
those working <i me Crmmel Justice
field w8 be shown Thurs Doc 9th at
6-30 p.m m 200 twottay. Open to

STUOY. tTUOY. STUOY
Tha eSrery w* be extending the*
hours Friday 8am 12pm Sat 10am10pm For more rntormanon concerning addrOonal extended hours cal the
ibrary hours phone at 372-2885

Found OHIO DRIVER LICENCE,
lor ELIZABETH A HANSINGER
NS748228 Was picked up between
Sam Be Raaturant and FAIcon Motel
apartments Please inquire at 121
State Street Apt 2 tor coeecfton Ask
torOAvfd.
Loot 8 mo old Golden Lab Puppy
Anewers to the name of Orion Cal
352-0825
Loot: 1 key on green Clancy a key
chain Lost around Hayes nal Cal
352-4305

■IDES
RtOE NEEDED TO THE WEST SIDE
OF CLEVELAND DEC
10 AND
BACK TO BG THE 12TH -GAS $CALL MARYBETH- 372-4238.
372-6821
PJDE NEEDED TO WEST LAFAYETTE. IND
OR ORCHARO
PARK. N Y ANYTrME AFTER 4PM
12-16TH CALL SUE. 3723615

SERVICES OFFERED

•••HOUOAY INN-"
Happy Hours everyday, al day
every night, ALL NIGHT

Brands Brsndl Congrstuletions on
being elected house Chairman
You've started out greet keep up the
good work We promtae not lo leave
our books in the dating room LAL the
A D Pi's

ABORTIONS
1-24 weak terminations
appta made 7 days
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-362-1205

IS THE COUNTRY CLUB BECOMING
WHIPPED??
Jean Dvneo Your sisters are proud
ol you lor Decommg a new member of
OOK1 Congratulations. Love, the
DZ'I
"John"- a noae by any other name
would emet aa sweet1 -get It? yuk!
yuki That was msl a "Ma ditty lucki)
to say thanks to you (A Harry loo) for
a super lane Saturday nrtt' -"SUE"

Chipoer Congratufetione on being accepted m'o Omtcron Delta Kappa
Leadership Honorary You're a great
leader LAL Your A Dpi trstote
Coming soon to a radio Mellon near
you THE CHANGE WFAL. 880 am

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
I A 14
10:00 P.M.

Congretuletions Wanderer for becomsig aa orientation leader Satisfied'
ATO.
Congrstulatlona to brother Jeff
Rowley on hi. Phi Psl-Alpha Phi
engagement to Cheryl Meyere-The
Brothors.

•M

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS
PROraSSWNALLY DONE
CALL 352 4017

Kip. The) Friday night
you wi aee.
the brand new member
of your family
Try M you can
cfuobMS you wd be.
'cause youl never guess
you're II set ra ma'

Congratulations Tom HUrek and
Jean Elliott on their Phi Gemma
Delta. Alph Dona PI la.allerlng. Beet
erishee from the Fill's.
FU FU FIJI FU FU

eaparl Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cal 368-7305 after 5pm
Expert typing
70- page
Cal Onle 352-1224

Laura Vredeas. We're going to survive
FM semester 1882 Good Luck on
finals' II think about you what you're
in Florida being a DOZ Love ya.
Madame E«

Customized T-Shirta a Jersey! for
your group or organization
lowest PrfceeFsst Delivery.
Cell Jfm 161-7011

PREGNANT AND WORMED?
Free MM and help
(4191241-9131

Dave Rlbet-CongratulaHona on your
phi pal-Goo Phoo Boo levoMerlng to
Marten Merchreno.-The Brothers.

PPA^ESSONAL TYPING
Dtesertenona. Them, etc
352-Q835

DAYNE PALSGROVE How about
trading another hug for another victory1 Dear? Beet of luck m Fresno

TUCKER TYPING
Coiegaee. Duarneee. personal
Nanoy 352-0809
6ti Yr -Ful Tarta Service

Delta Zeta would eke lo congratulate
another Who's Who Sieler Shety
Gttarmani

Al CormOontisl

LOST AND FOUND

HAPPY 21ST. MATTHEWI I HOPE
THIS IS THE BEST EVERI I LOVE
YOU ALWAYS AND FOREVER,
»AMOY.

BILLY MILLER
HAPPY BELATED 21 st
I'LL BE WATCHING YOUt

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ASSOCIATION MEETING 4 30 THURSDAY IN 310 UNIV HALL
SEE WHAT I MY
A Mm about sign language and deaf
culture Women for Women Commu
nay Night Dec 9 at 8 00 pm m me
Faculty Lounge of the Organ

HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHOAY
VAL L0M8AR00
It wasn't God who mode the
righting kieh#1 m BGSU
Or the Engineers #1 In Dayton
II was you. yes it was, Geoff!
Ah. Youth
Love. Farrel. Joaree. I Tracy

STOCKING-GRAMS
CUTE LITTLE STOCKINGS FILLED
WITH A CANOYCANE 4 A MESSAGE. PRICE IS ONLY .SO" ON
SALE IN UNIVERSITY HALL UNTIL
1:10 TODAY

Cla.ml.ad roto.oratOt per line. Sl.lOwlaM—i ■OtOTTWSOt axtro por
Od Appro,mol.ly 33 to 30 Space* p*< '"•
CAMPUS; CUT IVIHTS Intinoa It* non profit, public eervico ottlvtHee will be
inserted OMCf lo< tree and at regular rotoa Ihaioottor.
Doodlma lo. all li.linge I. 1 day, botara publication at 400 p.m. Friday at
4 p m it the daodlina tat rha Tim day edition.
Cloaiitied lor mi or* ovoilobJa at tha BO Noam eWllo. 10

Dec 9 198?

The BG basketball program will
continue with or without the
tradition. It is a sure bet the sun
will rise the day after Weinert has
made his final decision on the
matter - about as sure as betting
that Cleveland Cavaliers will lose
their game tomorrow night against
the Denver Nuggets.
WEINERT, I THINK, wants to
continue the tradition. The
question is, do the fans want it? By
the reaction perceived so far, I
believe that they do.
The fans have noticed the
absence of the ritual. They noticed
that Weinert left the jacket on in
the Falcons' home victories over
Chico State and Ferris State (you
can't help but notice some of

Bacchus ra coming1"
Welch for more delate]
Spring Semeeter, 1983

CLASSIFIEDS
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

jury is still out on whether I will do
it later or not."
The outgoing Weinert said that it
is the fans who will make up his
mind on whether or not to bring the
tradition back. There are three
things, according to Weinert, that
he can do.
• Wear the coat for the whole
game at all games.
• Continue the tradition, but only
at home games.
• Continue the tradition both at
home and on the road.
Much like Boston Celtic general
manager Red Auerbach and his
cigars, Weinert and the coat have
become synomonous. But yet, so
have the words Ted Stepien and
idiot. Maybe more importantly, the
coat has become synomonous with
winning.

LOOKING FOR A NEW GIFT OEA?
SAY MERRY X-MAS TO A FRIEND
WITH A 'MALE STRIPPER* ANYTIME/ANYWHERE — FLAT RATE —
CHOICE OF COSTUME (INCLUDING
A STRIPPING SANTA). CALL PHIL:
M—F. 1Z:00-»:10. CALL 888-7112.
MARYBETH- CONGRATS ON AGEING YOUR TEST! CONGRATS TOO
ON BEING VOTED IN SECRETARY!
ZBT LOVE. THE UTTLE SISTERS
MATT THE CAT:
Even withal
the confusion.
Date Party was
• btatt.1
Thanx. Bertha

DG Snorts Who said mce gals can't
pkty footbef? Congrats on your undefeated, untied, unaoored upon seeson Your coaches.

PERSONAL
Record give awsya....greet musk
and good Umee with a WFAl IM
remote si Finders Sat, Dec. 11 from
IK Tuna In and you could win an
album and receive special prlca
Ink) at Finders. MO AM la where Ha
at.
CUM PARLOHOO—WHO 010 YOU
WAKE UP NEXT TO? THE FEATHERS m YOUR POCKETS GAVE IM A
HrWT.
ALL DAY - ALL WOHT
TACOS TACOS TACOS
50* AT SUB-ME-QUICK
EVERY THURSDAY!!
Mo delivery on IMa epedoL

Don't mtas the BIG CHANGE coming
2nd semester to win. 880 am

RUSH OUT 1 BUY THOSE STOCKING—GRAMS ON SALE IN UNIVERSITY HALL. AVAILABLE ONLY
THROUGH TODAY! GREAT FOR
FRIENDS. SECRET SANTA*. OR

Esther Oyineey-Ccrngratulettons on
your engagement from your partner
of "The Great Debate;
Getting (.tarried? We set or rent bridal
A bridearrtaloe gowne-A Wedding
Creation. 38 Halwyck Or, Toledo.
OhO-l -531-3487-1 bk weal of
Reynolds oft HI Ave
DON'T MISS OUTI
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO BUY
THOSE STOCKING GRAMS FOR
ALL YOUR FRIENDS! ON SALE AT
UNIVERSITY HALL UNTIL 1.18.

And yet another Alpha Gam choeen 10
be an rjiteriiallon leader for the next
school year (This makes seven!)
Congrats Use Karaar'"

THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE!
Noel. Next semester won't be the
same without you. But then whet
memories we have to look back on.
Haspwa en week-end with the SloeGin sorters, two weeks rn a row M
OSU. COPBF. Trivia, and most importantly our fun wWl the bares ol Vie
peal, present. I future' Get psyched
lor Heami « New York, love Pebble

GWA-CONGRATS ON PASSING
YOUR FLYrNG TEST! LOOK OUT
FRIENDLY SKIES'! ZBT LOVE. THE
UTTLE SISSES

OXFORD BLOUSES REG. 114.88,
NOW 112.08. JEANS N' THINGS ill RKXW ST. OPEN M-F TK. 1:00.

ACROSS
1
S
8
13
14
15
18
17
IS

Containers
Ibsen character
Lord of tha
Buddhist sacred
mountain
Military division
Sports site
Explorer Tasman
Police equipment
Take away from

21
22
23
25
27
28

Makes naste
Shelter
Loud voiced one
Summer retort
Ankle bones
Silk filaments ol

|32
b6
37
38
40
42

yore
Suftlx forming
nouns
In a futile manner
Eaten away
Literary river
footle contraction
Member of the

»"l -I_l-— II- -a uoravn rtonw
|43 Sixe In dothmo
44 Watercourse
channel
146 Tennis call
47 "That'e
1"
60 Engage in Ihe
tale of

52
53
57
60
62
63
68
87
68
60
70
71
72

He, In Italia
Glut
Pronoun
Alight
Levantine
country
Very hard
Innuit transport
Opposite ol fort is
American
composer
Or
1
Certain tastes
Negative of a sort
Chikt'a pinafore:
Var

e
1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate
12 Garden tool
Incalculable
14
18 Fresh-water duck
1
1 ' ■ ■'
20 Church

24
26
29
30
31
32
33
34
36
39
41

Irritate
Rubber
Bernard De
Brother in a Bible
atory
Spanlah painter
Part of Spain
Bridge
Corrida performer
Evergreen tree
Folklore figure
Neighbor of the
transept
Contradicts

DOWN
1 Steinbeck family
2 Boundary
3 Town official,
ofold
4 Kind of partner
5 Blackbird
6 Sound of sorrow
7 Moral ttandardt
8 Form of proteel
9 College ttudy
lOOnaofthe
Slmoni
11 Ihtrequently

■1*1

decoration

48 Verve
Tin, dog star
49
61 County of
S.England
64 Athletic thrill
66 Foot Ian ones
88 Church official
57 Military command
66 Intention
69 NobaHat novelitl
61 PYrma donna
64 Marble
66 Word In many
place namee

' ■•

•

•

" " "
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Pereonalzed Musical Meetaget
by SINGING GREETINGS
You give us the fects-we write
and atng the eong
352-5441

PRE-CHRISTMAS BASH
THURSDAY DECEMBER •
PARTY WITH WFAL MO AM
DRINKS ANO DANCE
FREE ADMISSION WITH BO ID
PRE X—MAS PARTY
TONITE
WFAL AND THE BEAT
TAKE 176 NORTH TO 478 W
TAKE LEFT ON SECOR AVE.
3414 W. SYLAVNIA
PRE X-MAS PARTY AT THE BEAT.
RESELL YOUR BOOKS
AT TOP PRICE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
DEC. 8-17
BRSNOBOIO.
Mno In the New Year with the Alpha
Gamma, Sigma Nu'a, and Phi
Gamma at our New Years Eve warm
up tonight. Get Howdy!! The FIJI'S.
FU FU FU FIJI FU flM FU
Say Happy New Year with balloons
352-8081
Something now Is happening at
WFAL. 680am Tune in next semester^
BACCHUS IS COMING"'
Don't rmss out'
Sprvrg Semester. 1Q83
Uaa BurVherdt. Congrats on becomno an orientation leader! Gat psyched for the X Mas party tonight You
are the beat area ever OZ love. Stew
WFAL and Finders Live remote!
Sat Dec. t1 from 12:004:00. Special record giveaways and special
prices. Tune to WFAL 818 AM
The Sigma Nu's and F» s had better
prepare for the wildest craziest
Happy New Year'" See ya tonight'
Love, the Alpha Gams.
THE WASH HOUSE I GAME ROOM
248-250 N. Main. Ratal emti our
video games 8 pool while you do
your tatmdry
TC*#3HT AT COLLEGE STATION
DOUBLE VISION NIGHT
8:pm 10 p m
LOCATED IN STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA
Treat youreerl for the Holldaysl
With a carefree perm (130 00. reg.
(40) or e precision cut 1(8.00. reg.
110.) with MfcKjy or Dtanna.
Roman'a Hair Designers
Stadium Plata 352-2107.
T-shirt eHk screening. If your not
getting your shirts from JEANS N'
THSNG8 -your probably paying too
much!! Jeens N' Thlngt. S11 Ridge
St
Your campus radio station-WFAL
880 am-hee been hard at work makatg changes wllhm its format system
Tune (n 2nd Semester for more de-

W
" 11 Tw
Tr
■it
IT
■a.

WANTED
$350

FEMALE ROOMMATE SPRPeNG
SEMESTER. FURNISHED APT

CALL TERRI184-2811.
Frmmte for Unrv Veage. 880 /m >
okacMOty Cal 352-2183
F Raitali l|ii. ttOJmo; heat, gss.
aseve pd Close to cempua: cad 3528888,

M"

■■«

*P¥L
PL
r
-r- Sirn

■
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Weinert pointed out that there
has been only one time that he put
the coat on and the opposition
almost came back to win the game.
That would have been
embarassing, Weinert admits, but
it did not happen.
However, the BG fans may be
able to make the tradition
"happen" at tomorrow night's
game.
A win over Defiance is highly
likely. So the crowd will have the
opportunity to bring to the
attention of Weinert their feelings
on the "coat" tradition. It remains
to be seen if it will be enough to
persuade Weinert to don his jacket.

Female roommate needed.
Sot Sam Cal 352 3826

Hi

jtl ■»

m"

"The students are the ones who
make up most of the crowds at
collegiate games - so I do it for
them," Weinert said.
"Everywhere I've been there has
been great student support. The
coat, to me personally, became a
way that I could acknowledge what
they (the fans) mean to the team
and to me. Now - if the students
think it is a negative thing -1 won't
do it anymore."

FOUND CAMERA - cat Maureen al
354-3038 after 5 pm wjth In 3 deys

- Hi

23

Weinert's eye-damaging jackets).
The tradition was started back
by a group of students when
Weinert was a coach at Ripon.
Upon noticing how Weinert took off
and then put back on his jacket,
they started to use the chant:
"Jacket, Jacket, jacket..." It
caught on and Weinert, to the fan's
delight, picked up on it. The
tradition was born.

I now formmg for LSAT.
GHE. OMAT. MCAT. FLEX, and
ECEMG Stanley Kaplan Education
Center. Toledo, Ohio 1-538-3701

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

,w
m

by Pat Panchak
sports reporter

F. needed N» wtr. Duplex, own
bdrm 1 DkV from campus JWWmo
8 utl. M2-71U, Kit
F. RMatTF 8PR- 8EM. FURN. APT.
CALL TtBtPJ II11888.
F RMTE NEEDED SPR SEM 2
BORM 2 FL BATHS. FURN APT
WfDSWSHR. G DSPSL CABLE TV .
AC. LAUNDRY FAC . X-TRA CLOS
ETS. HEAT PO I MORE IIOOrMO
CALL 354-3008
F Re aaseao needed Spr. Sam. Mt.
Verm I Atwe. Illotaem. 18S-888I.
F. student needed lo IB 4 person apt
at Campus Manor Wlr Semeeter CM
352-0302 or 352-7385 eves
ad l or 2
M to satlat apt. Wmthrop
Terrace Htsplnn Rood. 1S2-4I4S

The Eastern Michigan versus
Bowling Green gymnastic meets in
past years have proven to be very
close matches.
BG coach Charles Simpson says
this Saturday's matchup will no exception to that rule. Simpson says that
the match "could be a rerun of the
(1961) Mid-American Conference
Championships.''
In those championships last year,
the Falcons edged the Hurons by a
scant .6 of a point. The 1981 regular
season had the teams each winning a
regular season meet, with BG winning the first by .75, and EMU winning the second by a 1.05 margin.
Going Saturday's meet, both teams
sport 2-0 records, having posted impressive wins last week.
The Falcons in their opener last
Friday swept the first place positions
and showed their depth in victories
over Miami University and Ball State
University.
JULIE BENDER, a junior transfer
student from Louisville, paced the

Falcons with first place finishes in the
vault (8.65), the balance beam (8.45),
the floor exercises (8.8), and the allaround competition (34.15). Sophomore Jill Slomskey. competing on an
injured foot, completed the sweep
with a win in the uneven bars, scoring
an 8.5.
The Falcon gymnasts also took
positions two, three, and four in the
all-around (Garee, 32.65; Slomskey,
32.6; Staley, 32.25) - and positions
two, three, and five in the floor exercise (Staley, 8.65; Garee, 8.45;
Slomskey, 8.2).
The Huron tumblers defeated the
University of Michigan gymnasts,
who were last year's Big 10 and NCAA
Regional Champions and Western
Michigan.
Coach Simpson sees this meet as a
challenge for the Falcons but says he
thinkshis team will be ready for that
challenge.
"They have a good attitude," he
said. "They are ready and they are
working hard for it."
The meet will take place at 1:00
P.M. in the North Eppler gym.

Stolz rules out Duke spot
Bowling Green head football coach
Denny Stolz, the Mid-American Conference Coach of the Year, said he is
not interested in a similiar football
coaching position at Duke University.
Stolz announced Tuesday that he
had notified Duke athletic officials he
is not a candidate for the job at the
Atlantic Coast Conference school.
He apparently was interviewed for
the Duke position while the Falcons
wereinrtjapeM
NjC^ortheir

Male or Female rmmte needed'305
S Main St Stop by anytime or cal
660-9108 to leave message (no
phone)
M or F rmte for Wtr Sem 2 bdrm .
2 bath Apt tuty turn Gat. heat 8
water pax)
$191 50'peraon'mo
400 Napoleon Rd 352-8345 Brett
otMeanda

Thanksgiving Day game against
North Carolina. Duke had fired its
former coach, Red Wilson.
Stolz, former coach at Michigan
State, guided the Falcons to the MAC
championship this fall and a berth in
the California Bowl Dec. 18 against
host Fresno State. Since coming to BG
in 1977, Stolz has compiled a 29-37-1
record in six years at the Falcon
helm.

1 F Rmmte needed lor winter sem
Own Bdrm. M UN Paid, Reeaoneble.
5 mm from cempua CAJ 3S4-1S89

Mass Senior Grad Student Private
and kitchen, does lo cempua En
trance ovaltbto 2nd tarn 362-8043

1 F rmte needed Immediately
$S5/mo own bdrm CM 352 9107

Room tor Rent: Fum. Room, Bath/MrSvltundry. $125/mo. 15 ma),
from campus Avail Jan 1st CM
352 4946 after 5

1F.rmte. needed tor next sem. Nice
epL Rant negotiable
1524887

Sendee
1 F rmte needed 2nd Stmaalti
$13300 e mo No utl. by Mac

M ROOMATE NEEDED SPRING 83
CLOSE TO CAMPUS ONLY PAY
ELECTRIC AND $118 mo
352
2216
Opening In Haven House Apt
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY '
S125-roommatea included
CM 352-7804 anytime

1 or 2 M or F needed to sublease 1
bdrm unfum. apt Close lo campus
364.3182

RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS $95 PER MONTH CALL 3628384

1 or 2 people to aubtaese apt close
to cempua tor tor tern. If interested
CM 353 3086 attar 8 pm

Sublease lor Spr Sem 1 bdrm apt
4495 Enlerprse Nice place heal
renl 354-3047 after 4 p m
Wanted M
rmmte for house.
$120 00 per month cat Joe al 3523812
1-2 mala rmte needed lor 3 bdrm
turn house on 7th St. Own bdrm
$125 > uN CM days. 353-5751
and ask lor Gary or evening. 6692488
Female needed lo sublease Cempua
Manor Apt 2nd Sem of Ml 10
weeks CM Kethy at 354 3084
FEMALE RMTE NEEDED - SPRING
SEMESTER - RENT 5455/SEM
CALL 354-1 775
2 Roommates lo share 4 bdrm house
w<3 others $ 100/mo 303 E Merry

SI CM 354-1543
Roommate needed (duplex) lor
Spring Semester Own bedroom,
dose to cempua, comfortable, turnahed. and cheep CM 353 6765
F rvjnsmoking rmml lor Spring
Sem Ha" a house w/ laundry facetles
and basement' Nice' $100/mo. • 10
mm watt lo campus CM Theresa of
Laurie at 353 6661 after 4 30pm
F. RMTE. NEEDED FOR NEXT SOL
NOT TOO FAR FROM CAMPUS,
WILL HAVE OWN ROOM CALL 3532(05. OR ASK FOR KAREN AT THE
80 NEWS OFFICE
M ROOMMATE FOR APT TO
SHARE W< 3 OTHERS S80/MO
CALL 352-7917
F. RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. FURNISHED APT. CALL
18S-7847.
Vacanctat lor 2nd semester: noueee.
apta . and single rooms tor male and
lemate students Al new campus-cal

352 7385
I OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER.
MEAD
OWVtEW COURT APTS CALL 3528887.
Male roommate - $125/month pkja
eiec Exceeent location, cal Ken «
352-5607
1 or 2 mala roommatet oeeperatery
needed CM 352 4840
Grsduotngi Must lirtliau Female
wanted lo share turrathed house with
throe roommates $110.00 includes
M Mattes Only 1 block from campus
352 4833
EN. apt to sublease lor 2nd Sem.
Cell Sharon M 182-41882 rtrnatl Roommetee needed Spring
Semester Close to Cempua. 2nd end
High CM Erica M 352 4062
F. Rmmte wettltd tar neat east.
Nice Apt (VtM NegotlebU. 182«887 Sendee.
FEMALE ROOMMATE
YOUR OWN BEDROOM
8132 50 A MONTH. 352-3118
F needed $620/Sem Fum. no boa
except eiec
352-1088. Aval.
12/17/82
F NEEDED SPR SEM OWN BEDROOM. S85/MO E MERRY ST.
CALL 362-0822
. 2 bedroom apartment
caste to campus nuoiaaai January
May CM 352-2216
2F rmtaa. wanted for Spr Sem 516
E Merry #24. across from Often
heuer Big apt 2 bath race rmtee .
ptaaaa CM Kim al 354 2114.
2 Oft 1 RMTE (SI NEEDED FOR
SPR SEM 1 MM WALK TO CAMPUS DISHWASHER I 2 FULL
BATHS, COMPLETE
FURN
$125/MO CALL USA OR ONOt
384-1988.
•"2 ($86) OR 1 (137 501 MO
MALE RMTES NEEDED TO SUB
SPACIOUS. 2 BORM FURN APT
W' A RESPECTABLE SR SALES
MJR . FOR SPFeNO SEM HURRY.
DEC RENT FREE! MAY MOVE IN
BwMED BILL. 362 2890

Waal CM 352-3618

'. M rmte needed Spr Fum apt
Pay only alec Negol rent. John
3522988

2 students needed lor 6 bdrm
house. Spr Sem 319 Pike St
1-287-3341

HELP WANTED
Cleveland Summer Jobs $4 00$10 OO'hour Coeege Painters Inc
has over 70 positions m exterior
house pemtmg Secretaries too! Interview Wed . Dec 22 I 28th at
4973 Brtrnard Rd . Orange Wage.
OH 44022 CM for an app'l 216-

349-1949
OVERSEAS JOM-Sumwerryear
round. Europe. S. Amor.. Auetrslie.
Aala. All Flelda
1500-11200
monthly. Sightseeing, Fret Into.
Wrttt IJC Box 52-041 Corona Del
Mar, CA 82828.
Part time work a* stable for one or
two students, aa Seles Represents
Itve lor Florida Spring Break Vacation
Pay. Commission and a Free Trip. If
you art outgoing and enyjy meeting
people, thia fob « for you Cal toon
1312) 3971885 and atk for Jean
O'Connor or write to O'Connor
Travel. Suite 1-G. 1128 E Algonquin
Rd . Schtumburg. IL 60195

KM SALE
Men's Fuji Gran Tourtt. 23 Inch.
Light frame Ms then one year ok), m
exc. cond Many added features.
price $200. can negotote. cal 3520012
Navy P-Coat Sue 36-38C. eke new
Peat oiler 288 3226 after 5 30
Pants-various styles A cotora Sues
111 II excel cond. Lon 352
1283. ptaaaa keep trying

STOP IN FOR THE 1983-1984
APARTMENT USTHG ITS NOT
TOO EARLY TO START LOOKING
WE WILL NOT BE SIGNING LEASES
UNTIL NEXT SEMESTER CM New
love Management 352-5620
Towne-Houte Apta 1005 N Grove
St Semester S225/mo Pius gat A
eesc Newly ptintad A ctatned Good
ptrtung 353-5891
Upper duplex. 2 bdrm. ttmi-fum.
Ph. 382-0839
YOU owe I to yourself to check out
Mx) Am Manor A Chtrita Tower Apta
CM 352-4380 Sun Thurs 10 30230. 352-7381 Mon-Frt. S:008 00 pm
1 BORM APT NEAR CAMPUS
NICE AREA. AVAIL sMMEO CALL
DAVID. 1-382-3110
2 bdrm apt • dose to campus •
sublease Jan Aug $320/100, mdudee heal, cable water. A laundry
IscfatM CM 352-1238 or 3722601. aaklor Eva
Two bedroom duplex open tor Spring
Semester Futy fumahed. specious.
one block from campus CM 3543171
Must Rant Jan 83 1 Bdrm Apt
185/mo Gas kid 4th St CM Beth or
Ten 384-1317
1 i 2 Bedroom Acts Avertable 352
3841 11 00-3 00 pm or 354-1120

ettaOOOpm
Apt for sublet 1 bdrm furn Meed
own. Apts Al UN pd $225'mo
from Jan M May 26th CM Son only.
352-8459
Vacancies lor 2nd semester houeee.
apta., and angle rooms tor mala and
tsmalB students Al near campus CM
352 7385
House tor rent tcroaa from Rodguns
Dorm 1030 E Wooeter. Bjet remodeled 352-7385 AvM second Sem
Summer 63- 64 school year
Grad
students, oroteeetonata
looking for 2nd tsmseler housing?
Coneider a futy (unvaried studio 1
bedroom furnished or uriturntahed
apatliiieiil in quiet landscaped surroundings fust 8 mrnutea from cempua Located near two shopping
centers Spring aeteailli rental appecebone are now being accepted CM
352-7246 or veet Lamptght Court
Apsrtments. BBS South Main Street

Pioneer SX 780 receiver 45 wins
Kenwood KD 3080 dirocl drtvt
treat) $328. 382-4168.

Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rates John Newkrve Real Estate
354-2280 or 352 6553

Stereo Merer*; RtR speakers. TechNet turntable, Beat offer 288-3226
after 5 30

EFFICIENCY APT TO SUBLET
SPRING SEM FURNISHED UNIT AT
OREENBRIAR NORTH APTS ON E
POE VERY OUaTT ANO PRIVATE
352-8376, AFTER 6 PM

'74 VW low mass, rear heeler, good
m gee over sue snow area plus 3
extra tree Muttaol Make offer CM

352 2835
I PC. WHITE LUOWKJ DRUM SET.
TAMA HARDWARE. 8888 142-2784
5 string harmony bank) exc cond
hard case $125 or best otter CM
688-9199 to Mva message
BaXE FOR SALE
Women's 10tp. - greet shape Must
eel - beet offer. 372-5858
Brown suede hooded >scket - greet
mndaWn su»7 Cal 352-3710
Moots Home tor salt Beautiful 2
bdrm. natural gat, 12 x BO. Land
contract potttjll. CM today 352
0544 $3,900 or beet offer
1970 Chevrolet-good shape I cond
Tuned up t mo. ago. $800 or beat
offer New snow Wet Cal 3522835

FOB HINT
AptafTrefjnt tOt" rfjnt. eHSMDaV eTTpTT)e>0"
atery. 1-bdrm-$196/Mo CM Judy
353-6241
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Fiay ken carpeted 2 bdrm apt
hast, water, cable TV mesjd Now
renting tor summer I IM 1983
$540/Semeeter/Student for 4 par
torn: Lower summer rases CM PJcn
Harris 362-7182.
CARTY RENTALS
nouaoi, apta i rooms
VecencM now Rents- for school
year 83-84 I Summer Itaan Al
near campus CM 352-7385

STUDENTS I FACULTY
We sM have some nice apartments
s etaOln Give us a cM for M your
nouemg needs NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT^ 336 S Ueiri 352 5620
Month of May FREE w*h Spring
Semester subtatat Clean 1 bdrm M
UN pd S2SOrmo Spa membership
md CM 352-3083.
Spring aainaeter rentes now available One and two badioum apartments
Convenient, spacloua
Meadowvwv. Courts 362-1195
Tired of roommates? En»oy pages A
qutat In our futy lumahed studio apt
sign up now for 2nd ismaeter of take
advantage of our FM aptctat)! Charing Croat Apta 1017 S Mem St .
3620590
We ata have vacant apt for 2nd Sam
1 A 2 bdrm Pets okay m tome
Irxeaont Good prices - good etwee 352 2267 days, after 6. CM
352-8992 or 3520232
2 BR 0<jetEX-BPtL SEM. IOCAL
FOR 1 PEOPLE. Fum. BPACtOUS.
1 oU. from campus. Win. oath
tasoUSLM4-l171.
Houeee I apta dose to cempua tor
the 1983 84 school year
1-267-3341
1 A 2 bdrm
Converter*.

LOTS tor mobee hornet
m Jerry City A Rudolph
CM 888-2718 or 888-3828
Chormeig 2 bdrm apt In older home
■lareahtd or urwunYehod 362-8860

